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Genotypic diversity varies markedly among populations of organisms, however the ecological 
consequences of intraspecific diversity are poorly understood.  Here I directly compare the 
effects of plant species and genotypic diversity on arthropod communities and ecosystem 
functioning.  Through behavioral observations, field experiments, and laboratory assays, I show 
contrasting mechanisms by which arthropod species richness and evenness are altered by each 
type of plant diversity.  I then show how genotypic diversity of the common evening primrose 
(Oenothera biennis) reduces herbivory by changing herbivore behavior and physiology, 
ultimately decreasing consumption efficiency.  Finally, I show how O. biennis genotypic 
diversity attenuates induced plant resistance to the Japanese beetle (Popillia japonica), indirectly 
increasing plant susceptibility to three native seed predators.  As a result, this highly invasive 
beetle actually increases the fitness of O. biennis by consuming it.  Overall, I show that plant 
genotypic diversity contributes substantially to the structure and functioning of arthropod 
communities through both direct and indirect mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 1 
 
A direct comparison of the consequences of plant genotypic and species diversity on 
communities and ecosystem function 
Introduction 
 
Rapid human alterations of the environment are leading to substantial reductions in 
biodiversity (Pimm et al. 1995, Chapin et al. 2000). These changes may have profound 
consequences, as diverse systems can be more productive (Tilman et al. 1996, Cardinale et al. 
2007), stable (Reusch et al. 2005, Tilman et al. 2006) and resistant to invasions (Levine 2000) 
than less diverse systems. While most biodiversity research has focused on species diversity, 
recent work has found that genotypic diversity within species can also have pronounced 
ecological consequences (Wimp et al. 2004, Hughes et al. 2008, Parker et al. 2010). However, to 
date, there has been no direct comparison of either the relative importance of genotypic and 
species diversity, or the mechanisms by which genotypic and species diversity alter community 
structure and ecosystem functioning. 
Greater productivity in diverse mixtures may be due to the increased probability of 
including a highly productive species (i.e., the sampling effect), dominance of highly productive 
species in polycultures (i.e., a positive selection effect), or reduced competition in polycultures 
due to niche partitioning or facilitation among the interacting species (i.e., positive 
complementarity) (Loreau and Hector 2001, Hooper et al. 2005). Niche partitioning, in 
particular, should be affected by trait variation and relatedness among interacting organisms 
(Petchey et al. 2004, Villeger et al. 2008, Cadotte et al. 2009, Hillebrand and Matthiessen 2009). 
Plant assemblages with greater trait variation are predicted to exhibit less niche overlap, more 
efficiently utilize resources, and achieve higher productivity than less variable assemblages 
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(Cadotte et al. 2009, Hillebrand and Matthiessen 2009). Because trait variation within a single 
species is expected to be lower than trait variation among multiple species, one would predict 
that biomass increases in response to plant genotypic diversity would be less pronounced than 
that of species diversity. Despite these expectations, a few recent studies have suggested that 
plant genotypic diversity may have similar impacts to species diversity on biomass, fitness, and 
other ecosystem functions (Schweitzer et al. 2005, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Johnson et al. 2006). 
However, these studies did not manipulate plant genotypic and species diversity simultaneously. 
 Two alternative hypotheses predict how general patterns of arthropod community 
diversity will respond to plant diversity (for hypotheses addressing responses of specific trophic 
levels, see Root 1973, Barbosa et al. 2009). The resource specialization hypothesis posits that 
because many arthropods specialize on distinct host plant species, increasing the number of plant 
species in a patch will attract a more diverse fauna (Hutchinson 1959, Strong et al. 1984). 
Alternatively, the more individuals hypothesis suggests that as available energy (e.g., plant 
biomass) increases, there will be a greater number of arthropod individuals present, and thus a 
higher probability of observing more arthropod species (Srivastava and Lawton 1998). Because 
plant biomass is expected to increase with plant diversity, arthropod diversity is expected to also 
increase through abundance-driven accumulation of species. When considered in the context of 
plant trait variation, both of these hypotheses predict that the response of arthropods to plant 
species diversity will be greater than to plant genotypic diversity. In contrast, two recent studies 
have suggested that plant genotypic and species diversity may similarly impact the structure of 
higher trophic level communities (Crutsinger et al. 2006, Johnson et al. 2006). 
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 In this study, we present the first direct comparison of the effects of plant genotypic and 
species diversity on arthropod species diversity and plant productivity (an ecosystem function) 
by simultaneously manipulating these two levels of diversity within a single field experiment. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study species and plant propagation 
 We manipulated plant genotypic diversity with Oenothera biennis L (Common Evening 
Primrose, Onagraceae), a native herbaceous plant that is common to old-fields and disturbed 
areas in eastern North America. O. biennis reproduces via a permanent translocation 
heterozygosity mating system, which results in clonally-related seeds (Cleland 1972) (i.e., all 
seeds produced by an individual plant are genetically identical to each other and the parent). O. 
biennis genotypes vary from an annual to perennial life-history strategy that is known to 
plastically respond to environment (Johnson 2007). 
 We collected O. biennis seeds from individual plants in 24 distinct populations around 
Ithaca, NY. Each genotype used in this experiment was determined to be unique using nine 
polymorphic microsatellite loci specifically developed for O. biennis (Larson et al. 2008). To 
reduce maternal effects, we first grew the seeds in a common garden in 2007, which was sprayed 
with insecticide at regular intervals throughout the growing season, and we used seeds collected 
from these plants (24 genotypes) for our experiment.  
 We focus on comparing the effects of plant genotypic versus species diversity exclusively 
(and not functional group diversity) because genotypic variation within a species presumably 
offers no functional group diversity.  Thus, for the species treatments we did not have nitrogen-
fixers in the species pool, because the presence of this functional group can overwhelm effects of 
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richness (Hooper et al. 2005, Cadotte et al. 2009). We used 24 species that are common in old-
fields, co-occur with O. biennis, germinate easily, and do not possess particularly notable 
functional attributes: Carex sp.1, Carex sp.2, Cichorium intybus, Daucus carota, Dianthus 
armeria, Dipsacus sativus, Elymus repens, Epilobium parviflorum, Galium mollugo, 
Leucanthemum vulgare, Pastinaca sativa, Penstemon digitalis, Phleum pratense, Plantago 
lanceolata, Rudbeckia hirta, Rumex crispus, Saponaria officinalis, Silene vulgaris, Solidago 
altissima, Symphyotrichum simplex, Symphyotrichum lateriflorum, Verbascum blattaria, 
Verbascum thapsus, and Verbena hastata. Seeds were collected from multiple individuals at 
three separate fields around Ithaca, NY in 2007 and pooled to generate genetically-diverse seed 
sources for each species. This species pool includes three annuals, six biennials, and fifteen 
perennials (Table S2). 
 We cold stratified (4°C, four days) all seeds in April 2007, sowed them into 96-well trays 
filled with soil (Pro-mix “BX” with biofungicide, Premier), and thinned germinated seedlings to 
a single individual per well. Plants were watered ad libitum and fertilized weekly (21-5-20 NPK, 
150 ppm) while in the greenhouse (14:10 hour light:dark cycle, 5 weeks) and then field-hardened 
in an outdoor mesh cage (one week) prior to planting in the field. 
Field establishment 
 In late May 2008, we established the experiment in an abandoned agricultural field near 
Ithaca, NY where the soil was plowed, but otherwise untreated. Using a substitutive design and 
our pools of 24 O. biennis genotypes and 24 old-field species, we constructed four treatments: 
genotypic monocultures (“GM”, one O. biennis genotype), genotypic polycultures (“GP”, eight 
O. biennis genotypes), species monocultures (“SM”, multiple genotypes of a single species that 
did not include O. biennis), and species polycultures (“SP”, eight species that did not include O. 
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biennis). All plots contained eight equally spaced individuals arrayed in a ring 0.5 m in diameter. 
This density of plants is common in old-field plant communities and O. biennis populations 
(McArt and Cook, pers. obs.). The original design included 264 plots, but due to the loss of 
individuals within plots, we restricted our analyses to the 230 plots that experienced no mortality 
(GM: n = 46; GP: n = 69; SM: n = 66; and SP: n = 49). Every genotype or species appeared ~20 
times in polyculture and 2-3 times in monoculture (except for two O. biennis genotypes that only 
had one monoculture each due to mortality, and Verbascum thapsus which had no monocultures 
due to mortality). 
 In addition to the ring of plants, we grew a single O. biennis focal plant in the middle of 
every plot to test how the diversity treatments impacted natural selection on O. biennis. We 
ensured that the focal plant was always a different genotype than the O. biennis ring plants.  
Thus, our treatments are balanced such that species “monocultures” always contained two 
species (eight plants of the same species in a ring and one O. biennis focal plant) and genotype 
“monocultures” always contained two genotypes (eight plants of the same O. biennis genotype in 
a ring and one O. biennis focal plant of a different genotype), while polycultures always 
contained nine genotypes or nine species. The natural selection data will be presented elsewhere, 
but here we include the focal plant in analyses for completeness and accuracy (see Plant 
analyses). 
 Plots were separated by 1.5 m and we clipped encroaching weeds by hand every 2-3 
weeks to ensure treatments remained consistent throughout the summer. During the experiment 
18 of the 24 species bolted and flowered, and all of the O. biennis genotypes bolted and 
flowered. For O. biennis genotypes and plant species that bolted, nearly every individual plant 
bolted and bolting did not vary by diversity treatments (O. biennis genotypes: Pearson !2 = 0.06, 
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P = 0.80; plant species: Pearson !2 = 0.39, P = 0.53). Thus, diversity did not affect life-history 
expression of the plants. 
Plant analyses 
 During the 2nd and 3rd week of October, we harvested the aboveground biomass of every 
plant, which was then dried (65°C) and weighed to the nearest 0.1g. We analyzed plant 
productivity via a two-way analysis of variance with main effects of diversity level 
(monocultures or polycultures) and level of plant relatedness (genotypic or species), plus their 
interaction (JMP, Version 7. SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, 2007). An alternative approach is to 
view this experiment as four distinct treatments and conduct analyses via a one-way ANOVA, 
which we have also done to verify that all two-way ANOVA results were similar to one-way 
ANOVA results. To account for spatial heterogeneity in the field, we divided the experiment into 
six blocks, where each block contained equal proportions of the four treatments, and included 
block as a random effect in all analyses. We analyzed both the full plot data (the sum of eight 
ring plants plus the focal plant) as well as the ring data alone (sum of the eight ring plants) for all 
of our analyses. Excluding the focal plant from our analyses (i.e., analyzing only the ring plants) 
did not alter the direction or significance of any of our results. We present the full plot data 
because it includes all the interactions that occurred in the plot.  
 Loreau and Hector (2001) devised a method to partition diversity effects into 
complementarity and selection effects. We modified this technique slightly to account for the 
absence of true monocultures (due to the focal plant in the middle of the ring). Whether a 
genotype occurred in the center or the ring had a substantial effect; for example, a single, 
representative genotype produced on average 110 g biomass in the ring versus 69 g as a focal 
plant. Thus, to determine the expected biomass of a ring plant in polyculture, we used the 
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average value of an individual genotype or species from the monoculture ring. To determine the 
expected biomass of a focal plant, we took the average value of the 2 or 3 times that this 
genotype occurred in the middle of a genotypic monoculture (if calculating expected values for a 
genotypic polyculture) or a species monoculture (if calculating expected values for a species 
polyculture). Our modifications to Loreau and Hector’s methods (2001) are indicated in bold, 
while the remainder of the text is replicated from the original paper.  
Define for any polyculture:   
 
! 
Mi = average yield of an individual from species or genotype i in the low diversity 
treatment; for species this is the average of all individuals in a ring, for genotypes this 
was either the average of all individuals in a ring or of all individuals in the center of a 
genotypic or species monoculture  
 
! 
YOi  = observed yield of species i or genotype i in the polyculture  
 
! 
YO = YOii" YO = total observed yield of the polyculture  
 
! 
RYEi =1 = expected relative yield of species i or genotype i in a polyculture (which is 1 
because the yield is expected to be identical to that in the monoculture) 
 
! 
RYOi =YOi /Mi  = observed relative yield of species i or genotype i in the polyculture  
 
! 
YEi = RYEiMi = Mi =  expected yield of an individual from species or genotype i in the 
polyculture  
 
! 
YE = YEii" = total expected yield of the polyculture   
   
! 
"Y =YO #YE  = deviation from total expected yield in the polyculture 
 
! 
"RY = RYOi # RYEi  = deviation from expected relative yield of species i or genotype i in 
the polyculture 
 
! 
N  = number of species in the polyculture 
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Complementarity is calculated as 
! 
N"RYMi and selection as 
! 
N cov("RY,M). If we exclude the 
focal plant, the modification produces mathematically equivalent results to the original method 
and our results do not qualitatively change (see Fig. S1 in the Ecological Archives). Note that 
one species, Verbascum thapsus, did not survive in monoculture, so the three monocultures and 
ten species polycultures with this species were excluded from the complementarity and selection 
analyses.  
 To examine how competition intensity changed from monoculture to polyculture we 
calculated the corrected index of relative competition intensity (CRCI) (Oksanen et al. 2006). 
This index reduces bias inherent to other indices by extending the range of arguments where the 
function behaves linearly. To minimize errors due to the aberrant behavior of individuals, we 
first calculated mean values of individual genotype or species performance in each treatment. We 
then calculated competition intensity as CRCI = arc sin((Xr - Xc)/(max Xr, Xc)) (Oksanen et al. 
2006) where Xr is the mean performance of a particular genotype or species in monoculture and 
Xc is the mean value in polyculture.  Note that CRCI is unitless, and values further from 0 
indicate greater differences in competition intensity between treatments. 
Arthropod analyses 
 In mid-July and again in mid-August, we censused arthropods by visually surveying 
every plant in the experiment (N = 2070 plants). We identified familiar arthropods in the field or 
collected specimens of unknown arthropods for later identification. To identify arthropods, we 
consulted relevant literature and the expertise of E. R. Hoebeke (Dept. of Entomology, Cornell 
University). Arthropods were identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible, generally species 
or genus and occasionally family. We also assigned arthropods to a feeding guild (herbivore, 
predator, omnivore or detritivore) based on relevant literature and the expertise of E. R. 
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Hoebeke. We lumped together parasitoids that were less than 3mm in length (n = 10) because of 
logistical difficulties associated with their field identification. We did not attempt to count or 
identify arthropods that were less than 1 mm in length (e.g., thrips, collembola). 
 Similar to the plant analyses, we used a two-way ANOVA with block as a random effect 
to test for the effects of plant diversity on cumulative arthropod abundance and richness. 
Repeated-measures analyses yielded qualitatively identical results to the cumulative dataset, so 
we chose the latter to facilitate more sophisticated follow-up analyses. We used a log+1 
transformation on the abundance data to improve normality. 
 To test for the effect of plant biomass on arthropod abundance we divided arthropod 
abundance by the biomass of each plant and log-transformed the resulting data to improve 
normality. Division assumes a linear relationship between these two variables and indeed a linear 
function provided the best fit for the data (R2linear = 0.40, R2logarithmic =0.34). Next, because of the 
well known non-linear relationship between arthropod abundance and richness, we used 
individual-based rarefaction (Ecosim 7.0, (Gotelli and Entsminger 2006)) to test the effect of 
cumulative arthropod abundance on cumulative richness. We conducted rarefaction at each level 
of plant relatedness independently in order to compare arthropod communities drawn from the 
same distribution (Gotelli and Graves 1996). To test for differences in rarefied arthropod 
richness we used ANOVA with post-hoc independent contrasts. 
 We visualized the similarity among arthropod assemblages on genotypes and species 
with nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS, Vegan 1.15-1, R version 2.8.1). The 
semimetric Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient was used to compare arthropod assemblages on 
monocultures of O. biennis genotypes and plant species using a presence/absence dataset. We 
then conducted 500 simulations on a random dataset with identical parameters (McCune and 
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Grace 2002) to verify that random stress (mean = 0.28) was significantly higher than model 
stress (mean = 0.23). 
 
Results 
 We found an overall positive effect of diversity on plot-level plant productivity 
(diversity: F1,221.4 = 15.62, P = 0.0001). Genotypic and species polycultures showed nearly 
equivalent increases in productivity (diversity ! relatedness level: F1,221.4 = 1.84, P = 0.18): total 
biomass was 16.8% and 16.9% greater in genotypic and species polycultures than in 
monocultures, respectively (Fig. 1.1a). Analysis via one-way ANOVA produced similar results 
(F3,221.3 = 122.6, P < 0.0001): post-hoc independent contrasts on plant biomass indicated that 
genotypic polycultures were more productive than genotypic monocultures (F1,221.4 = 14.0, P = 
0.0002) and that species polycultures were marginally more productive than species 
monocultures (F1,221.1 = 3.4, P = 0.065). While selection effects were weak to negative (Fig. 
1.1d), we found that complementarity among individuals contributed to the increases in plant 
productivity and did not differ between each level of relatedness (F6,102=1.06, P = 0.39, Fig. 
1.1d). Another metric more commonly employed in the plant competition literature – the 
corrected index of relative competition intensity (CRCI) (Oksanen et al. 2006) – showed similar 
results: there were similar decreases in competition intensity with increasing plant diversity (-
0.79 for genotypic diversity and -0.56 for species diversity, F1,45 = 0.07, P = 0.79). Thus, our 
comparable changes in complementarity and competition intensity may explain the remarkably 
similar increases in plot-level productivity that we observed in both genotypic and species 
polycultures of plants. 
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Figure 1.1: Plant diversity effects on productivity. (a) Genotypic and species polycultures had 
~17% more biomass than their respective monocultures (LS means ± s.e.); (b) Genotypic 
polyculture; (c) Species polyculture. (d) The overall diversity effect can be partitioned into 
complementarity or selection effects (Loreau and Hector 2001) for genotype polycultures (dark 
columns) and species polycultures (light columns), means ± 95% confidence intervals. 
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 To determine the effects of plant biodiversity on higher trophic-level communities, we 
non-destructively surveyed arthropods that naturally recruited to each plant twice during peak 
growing season. In total, we made 76,753 observations of ~252 arthropod species. We found that 
arthropod richness increased with both types of plant diversity, but changed more dramatically in 
plant species polycultures (diversity ! relatedness level: F1,221.5 = 10.96, P = 0.001; Fig. 1.2a).  
 
 
Figure 1.2: Relationship between plant diversity and arthropod richness. (a) Predators are 
represented in white, omnivores in light gray, herbivores in dark gray, and detritivores in black 
(Overall arthropod richness LS means ± s.e.); (b) Rarefied arthropod richness decreased with 
plant genotypic diversity (LS means ± s.e.); (c) After removing the dominant insect, 
Plagiognathus politus, from the dataset (see Results), rarefied arthropod richness showed no 
change with plant genotypic diversity (LS means ± s.e.); (d) Rarefied arthropod richness 
increased with plant species diversity (LS means ± s.e.); GM = genotypic monocultures, GP = 
genotypic polycultures, SM = species monocultures, SP = species polycultures. 
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 Predators showed the most pronounced response to plant diversity, increasing in 
abundance 80% in species polycultures and 30% in genotypic polycultures (diversity: F1,221 = 
18.62, P < 0.0001; diversity ! relatedness level: F1,221.6 = 4.42, P = 0.037), while increasing in 
richness 54% and 17% respectively (diversity: F1,221.3 = 17.92, P < 0.0001; diversity ! 
relatedness level: F1,221.8 = 3.87, P = 0.051; Fig. 1.2a). Herbivores increased in abundance 44% 
and 30% in plant species and genotypic polycultures (diversity: F1,221 = 8.54, P = 0.004; diversity 
! level of relatedness level: F1,221.2 = 0.007, P = 0.93), while increasing in richness 30% and 
10%, respectively (diversity: F1,221.4 = 28.76, P < 0.0001; diversity ! relatedness level: F1,220.9 = 
6.80, P = 0.010; Fig. 1.2a). Omnivores and detritivores showed similar patterns of increases in 
abundance and richness at both levels of relatedness (Fig. 1.2a), although responses were not as 
pronounced. A one-way ANOVA approach to these analyses produced qualitatively identical 
results (not shown). 
 To further understand how plant diversity at each level of relatedness affected arthropod 
community structure, we first evaluated the influence of plant productivity on the number of 
arthropod individuals. After dividing arthropod abundance by plant biomass, the previously 
significant effect of plant diversity on arthropod abundance disappeared (F1,221.6 = 0.19, P = 
0.66). Thus, arthropod abundance at both levels of relatedness was largely controlled by plant 
productivity and not by plant diversity per se. 
 We next used rarefaction to determine whether increases in arthropod species richness 
would be best explained by arthropod abundance (more individuals hypothesis) or by arthropod 
specialization on distinct host plants (resource specialization hypothesis). Contrary to 
expectations, rarefied richness decreased with plant genotypic diversity (post-hoc contrast: F1,212 
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= 9.04, P = 0.003; Fig. 1.2b). This decrease in genotypic polycultures derives from a non-
additive increase in the abundance of a single dominant species, Plagiognathus politus (Miridae), 
resulting in a lower richness than expected for that insect abundance. Removing P. politus from 
the dataset resulted in no difference in rarefied richness between treatments (Fig. 1.2c). Both of 
these results are consistent with greater arthropod abundances causing higher arthropod species 
richness in genotypic polycultures, supporting the more individuals hypothesis. Conversely, 
rarefied richness increased with plant species diversity (post-hoc contrast: F1,212 = 6.27, P = 0.01; 
Fig. 1.2d), indicating that the diversity of host-specific resources was important for the increase 
in arthropod richness. This result, in addition to the fact that the arthropod communities found on 
each plant species were far more divergent than the arthropod communities on each plant 
genotype (npMANOVA F1,46 = 6.78, P < 0.0001, Fig. 1.3), highlights the importance of resource 
specialization for the arthropod community response to plant species polycultures. 
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Figure 1.3: Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination of arthropod communities 
on each O. biennis genotype (black circles) and each old-field species (red circles) obtained 
using two dimensions and 100 permutations. Each point represents the summed community of 
three monoculture plots of either an individual genotype or an individual species. Analysis of 
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficients indicate that arthropod community assemblages are more 
dissimilar among species than among genotypes (npMANOVA: R2 = 0.13, F1,46 = 6.78, P < 
0.0001). 500 simulations on a random dataset with identical parameters were used to verify that 
random stress (mean = 0.28) was significantly higher than model stress (mean = 0.23). 
 
Discussion 
 We found that increasing either plant genotypic or species diversity led to quantitatively 
similar increases in primary production, and that the plausible mechanisms responsible for these 
effects – niche complementarity or decreased intensity of competition – were also similar for 
each type of diversity. A recent meta-analysis of the effects of biodiversity on primary 
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productivity found that the most diverse species assemblages had on average 1.7 times more 
biomass than monocultures (Cardinale et al. 2007). However, effect sizes ranged dramatically, 
and nearly 21% of studies showed negative to no effect of increasing diversity (Cardinale et al. 
2007). The limited genotypic diversity literature also reports a wide range of increases in 
productivity across a diverse set of species: ~0 % in Poa pratensis (Vellend et al. 2010), ~14% in 
Cakile edentula ((Dudley and File 2007), ~17% (Kotowska et al. 2010) and ~69% (Crawford and 
Whitney 2010) in Arabidopsis thaliana, ~36% in Solidago altissima (Crutsinger et al. 2006), ~39 
% in Lupinus angustifolius (Milla et al. 2009), and ~58% in Zostera marina (Reusch et al. 2005); 
mean = 33%). Thus, the 17% increases in productivity that we observed at both levels of plant 
diversity were lower than average, but not atypical for genotypic or species diversity 
experiments. This variation among experiments, in addition to the comparison of vastly different 
experimental designs, highlights the importance of comparing the effects of genotypic and 
species diversity within a single field experiment, under similar conditions, and for the same 
duration of time. 
 Several factors may have contributed to the similar increases in plant productivity we 
observed with each type of diversity in this study. First, because the effect of species diversity on 
plant productivity generally increases with time (Cardinale et al. 2007), the similar effects of 
genotypic and species diversity that we observed may be a short-term phenomenon. Because 
plants comprising genotypic monocultures acquire resources very similarly, genotypic 
monocultures may become resource-limited more quickly than genotypic and/or species 
polycultures (where plants may differ in their patterns of resource utilization, and thus may 
utilize a larger pool of resources). Resource limitation is believed to be a key mechanism of 
increased plant productivity in response to diversity (Hooper et al. 2005), and temporal 
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variability in post-disturbance resource limitation along a continuum of plant genotypic to 
species diversity may be critical in predicting the effect size of increases in productivity.  For 
example, a recent study investigating the effects of Solidago altissima genotypic diversity found 
that the standardized effect size of genotypic diversity on plant productivity over one growing 
season was similar to the effect size of species diversity from a multi-year experiment 
(Crutsinger et al. 2006). Understanding how trait variation and plant diversity interact temporally 
to affect ecosystem functioning represents an important gap in the literature, and we suggest that 
further studies are needed in this area of research. 
 A second factor that may have impacted our plant productivity results are the specific 
species selected for this experiment. Genotypic diversity-productivity relationships have only 
been investigated in a handful of species (Reusch et al. 2005, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Dudley and 
File 2007, Milla et al. 2009, Bischoff et al. 2010, Crawford and Whitney 2010, Kotowska et al. 
2010). Some of these species are particularly abundant in their communities (i.e., dominant 
species) – for example, goldenrods (Solidago altissima (Crutsinger et al. 2006)) in old-field 
communities and eelgrass (Zostera marina (Reusch et al. 2005)) in coastal estuaries. Due to the 
myriad biotic and abiotic conditions experienced by dominant species, they may accumulate 
relatively large amounts of intraspecific trait variation, thus increasing the likelihood that the 
species will show a genotypic diversity-productivity effect. While O. biennis is not particularly 
dominant in old-field communities, it did respond positively to the growing conditions at our 
field site, producing the greatest amount of above-ground biomass of all species in our study 
(Fig. 1, Table S2). It is possible that larger plants are more likely to manifest a diversity effect 
since they may more fully fill the available niche space, thus accentuating the importance of 
niche partitioning. An ideal future experiment, though logistically large, might simultaneously 
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manipulate genotypic diversity in multiple different species with species diversity from a broad 
range of functional groups or phylogenetic distances. 
 A third possible mechanism for the similar increases in plant productivity we observed in 
this study may be that higher trophic levels are dampening the response of species polycultures 
and/or amplifying the response of genotypic polycultures. For example, in a separate experiment 
with O. biennis, levels of arthropod herbivory were 26% higher in genotypic monocultures 
compared to polycultures (McArt, unpuplished data). If greater differences in herbivory occur 
between genotypic diversity treatments compared to those that occur between species diversity 
treatments, interactions with higher trophic levels may amplify the biomass increases observed 
with genotypic diversity. The contribution of herbivory to overyielding in plant diversity 
experiments has received some recent attention (e.g., (Haddad et al. 2009, Parker et al. 2010), but 
has yet to be compared among different types of plant diversity. 
 Lastly, non-linear declines in competition intensity with increasing genetic distance may 
explain the similar increases in plant productivity we observed in the genotypic and species 
diversity treatments. In other words, small changes in genetic distance among plants in genotypic 
monocultures versus genotypic polycultures may reduce competition to the same degree as much 
larger changes in genetic distance among plants in species monocultures versus species 
polycultures. Our data cannot distinguish among these multiple possibilities, yet each hypothesis 
is testable. 
 The second part of our study links arthropod community responses to each type of plant 
diversity. As expected, arthropod species richness responded less to plant genotypic diversity 
than species diversity (Fig. 1.2a).  Interestingly, divergent mechanisms led to the increases in 
arthropod richness with each type of plant diversity (Figs. 1.2b-d, 1.3). Our data support the 
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hypothesis that resource specialization influenced the arthropod response to plant species 
diversity while abundance-driven accumulation of species (more individuals hypothesis) 
influenced the arthropod response to plant genotypic diversity. These patterns fit the notion that 
insects are more likely to specialize on host plant species than host plant genotypes. However, 
resource specialization may be an important driver of arthropod responses to plant species 
hybrids and their backcrossed progeny (Dungey et al. 2000, Wimp et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2008) 
suggesting that comparing the similarity of arthropod communities (e.g., Fig. 1.3) across wider 
and more quantitative ranges of plant relatedness could greatly inform how plant genetics 
influences patterns of specialization, and ultimately shapes arthropod community structure. 
 Overall, our results emphasize that diversity is inherently hierarchical and that within-
species diversity can play a more important role in competitive interactions and community 
structure than previously realized. It is currently unclear whether the same factors causing 
declines in species diversity similarly impact genotypic diversity, or whether these two levels of 
biodiversity are causally connected (Vellend 2005, Lankau 2009). Nonetheless, variation within 
species is inevitably lost before species themselves go extinct (Vitousek et al. 1997). Considering 
our results in relation to the longstanding focus on plant species diversity and ecosystem 
functioning (Chapin et al. 2000, Reich et al. 2001, Hooper et al. 2005, Tilman et al. 2006), we 
suggest that more emphasis be placed on conserving variation within species, elucidating the 
ecological consequences of genotypic diversity, and discerning how diversity among traits, 
relatedness, and trophic levels interact. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Relationships between arthropod richness, evenness, and diversity are altered by 
complementarity among plant genotypes 
 
Introduction 
 Biodiversity is known to affect the stability (Elton 1958, Tilman et al. 2006, Haddad et al. 
2010), productivity (Tilman et al. 1996, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Cardinale et al. 2007), and trophic 
interactions (Duffy et al. 2007, Parker et al. 2010) of communities.  Although richness (e.g., the 
number of species) has recently dominated as the primary description of biodiversity in the 
literature (Hooper et al. 2005, Balvanera et al. 2006, Cardinale et al. 2006), biodiversity can be 
quantified via richness, evenness (the relative abundance distribution of species in a community 
(Smith and Wilson 1996)), or the combination of these two metrics (e.g., Shannon proportional 
diversity (Margalef 1958, Stirling and Wilsey 2001)). 
Since diversity-function relationships have largely relied upon richness as a 
representative measure of biodiversity (Hooper et al. 2005, Balvanera et al. 2006, Cardinale et al. 
2006), but evenness also affects community processes and ecosystem functions (Hillebrand et al. 
2008, Dickson and Wilsey 2009, Wittebolle et al. 2009, Crowder et al. 2010), it is important to 
know when (and how) these aspects of biodiversity are related, or whether they should be 
considered separately.  Some theory, based on mathematical models, predicts strong and positive 
relationships between richness, evenness, and proportional diversity (De Benedictis 1973, May 
1975).  Other theory suggests that evenness and richness are independent measures of 
biodiversity (Whittaker 1965, Hurlbert 1971, Magurran 1988), and that their association must be 
tested empirically (Bell 2000).  Accordingly, studies that have examined relationships between 
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richness, evenness, and proportional diversity have found mixed results: while some positive 
relationships exist (Sugihara 1980, Stirling & Wilsey 2001, Willig et al. 2003), numerous null 
(Willig et al. 2003, Ma 2005, Bock et al. 2007) or negative (Cook & Graham 1996, Weiher and 
Keddy 1999, Wilsey et al. 2005) relationships also occur. 
 Empirical studies addressing relationships between richness, evenness, and proportional 
diversity have attempted to understand the mechanisms leading to variable relationships.  For 
example, Stirling & Wilsey (2001) hypothesize that richness and evenness are altered by 
different ecological processes (dispersal and biotic interactions, respectively) that may vary 
independently.  While mechanisms such as these may exist, a striking pattern emerging from 
these studies is that they almost exclusively restrict their analyses to within-taxa and within-
trophic level relationships of richness, evenness, and proportional diversity (Stirling & Wilsey 
2001, Willig et al. 2003, Bock et al. 2007, but see Root 1973). 
 Studies that do investigate among-trophic level relationships (e.g., plant vs. animal 
richness) typically focus on the same aspect of biodiversity at each trophic level.  For example, 
across-trophic level studies have shown that arthropod richness can be altered by plant richness 
(Siemann et al. 1998, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Johnson et al. 2006, Cook-Patton et al. 2011), 
arthropod evenness can be altered by plant evenness (Murdoch et al. 1972), and arthropod 
proportional diversity can be altered by plant proportional diversity (Murdoch et al. 1972, Parker 
et al. 2001, Wimp et al. 2004).  However, whether biodiversity-mediated interactions among 
trophic levels alter the relationships between different aspects of biodiversity within a trophic 
level has received little attention.  Interactions between different aspects of diversity across 
trophic levels could have important consequences for community processes and ecosystem 
functions (Duffy et al. 2007). 
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 Here, we directly test how relationships between arthropod richness, evenness, and 
proportional diversity are altered by genotypic richness of the Common Evening Primrose 
(Oenothera biennis).  The two questions we address in this paper are: (1) How are relationships 
between arthropod richness, evenness, and proportional diversity modified by plant genotypic 
richness, and (2) What mechanisms drive these patterns? 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study species and plant propagation 
 We manipulated genotypic richness of Oenothera biennis L (Common Evening Primrose, 
Onagraceae), a native herbaceous plant that is common to old-fields and disturbed areas in 
eastern North America. O. biennis reproduces via a permanent translocation heterozygosity 
mating system, which results in seeds that are genetically identical to each other and the parent 
(Cleland 1972, Johnson 2010). 
 We collected O. biennis seeds from individual plants in 24 distinct populations around 
Ithaca, NY. Each genotype used in this experiment was determined to be unique using nine 
polymorphic microsatellite loci developed for O. biennis (Larson et al. 2008). To reduce 
maternal effects, we first grew the seeds in a common garden in 2007, which was sprayed with 
insecticide at regular intervals throughout the growing season, and we used seeds collected from 
these plants (24 genotypes) for our experiment. We cold stratified (4°C, four days) all seeds for 
the first field experiment in April 2008, sowed them into 96-well trays filled with soil (Pro-mix 
“BX” with biofungicide, Premier), and thinned germinated seedlings to a single individual per 
well. Plants were watered ad libitum and fertilized weekly (21-5-20 NPK, 150 ppm) while in the 
greenhouse (14:10 hour light:dark cycle, 5 weeks) and then field-hardened in an outdoor mesh 
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cage (one week) prior to planting in the field.  These conditions were replicated for the follow-up 
field experiment in 2009, which employed 21 genotypes – a subset of the original 24 genotypes. 
Field establishment 
 In late May 2008, we established the first field experiment in an abandoned agricultural 
field near Ithaca, NY where the soil was plowed, but otherwise untreated. Using our pool of 24 
O. biennis genotypes, we constructed two treatments: genotypic monocultures (one O. biennis 
genotype) and genotypic polycultures (eight O. biennis genotypes).  All plots contained eight 
equally spaced individual plants arrayed in a ring 0.5 m in diameter, and plots were separated by 
1.5 m. We clipped encroaching weeds by hand every 2-3 weeks to ensure treatments remained 
consistent throughout the summer. The original O. biennis design included 120 plots, but due to 
the loss of individuals within plots, we restricted our analyses to the 115 plots that experienced 
no mortality (monocultures: n = 46; polycultures: n = 69).  Every genotype appeared ~20 times 
in polyculture and two times in monoculture (except for two O. biennis genotypes that had one 
monoculture each due to mortality). Due to its large size, we divided our experiment into six 
spatial blocks where each block contained the same proportion of monocultures and 
polycultures. Additional details of the experimental design of this field experiment can be found 
in Cook-Patton et al. (2011). 
 In addition to the ring of plants, we grew a single O. biennis focal plant in the middle of 
every plot to test how plant richness impacted natural selection on O. biennis (the natural 
selection data will be presented elsewhere).  Including or excluding the focal plant did not affect 
the direction or significance of any of our analyses.  Thus, for simplicity, we have restricted our 
analyses to the ring plants. 
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 In order to elucidate mechanisms for the patterns we observed in 2008, we replicated the 
above field establishment protocols for a follow-up experiment in 2009 with a few minor 
alterations.  To reduce logistical effort, a subset of 21 of the original 24 genotypes were utilized, 
seven (instead of eight) plants were planted in each plot, and no focal plant was planted in 2009.  
Equal numbers of monocultures and polycultures were planted (n = 84 total), however there were 
20 plots where one or more plants died or remained as rosettes.  Thus, our analysis was restricted 
to intact monocultures (n = 36) and polycultures (n = 28).  Each genotype occurred ~10 times in 
polyculture and at least one monoculture was complete for every genotype used in the 
experiment. 
Arthropod and plant analyses 
 In the 2008 field experiment, we censused arthropods in mid-July and mid-August by 
visually surveying every plant in the experiment (n = 1080 plants). We identified familiar 
arthropods in the field or collected specimens of unknown arthropods for later identification. To 
identify collected specimens, we consulted relevant literature and the expertise of E. R. Hoebeke 
(Dept. of Entomology, Cornell University). Arthropods were identified to the lowest taxonomic 
level possible, generally species or genus and occasionally family. We lumped together 
parasitoids that were less than 3mm in length (n ~ 10 species) because of logistical difficulties 
associated with their field identification. We did not attempt to count or identify arthropods that 
were less than 1 mm in length (e.g., thrips, collembola). In total, we made 36,006 observations of 
~167 arthropod species.  On average, we sampled 274 individuals and 20 species in each plot. 
 To address how O. biennis genotypic richness altered relationships among arthropod 
richness, evenness, and proportional diversity, we used ANCOVA with block as a random effect, 
O. biennis treatment as a nominal variable, factor (i.e., richness, evenness, or proportional 
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diversity) as a covariate, and tested for the interaction of treatment ! factor in each full model 
(JMP Version 8.0.1).  A significant interaction indicates that the relationship between two 
arthropod diversity metrics (e.g., richness and evenness) was altered by O. biennis richness.  Due 
to significance in each full model (see Table 2.1), relationships among arthropod richness, 
evenness, and proportional diversity were also analyzed separately for each O. biennis treatment.  
Arthropod richness was ln-transformed so it occurred on the same scale as evenness and 
diversity indices (Alatalo 1981, Stirling & Wilsey 2001).  Arthropod diversity was calculated via 
the Shannon index (Shannon 1948, Margalef 1958) using the equation 
! 
H '= "# pi ln pi( ) , where pi 
= the proportion of individuals of a given species to the total number of individuals in the 
community.  Evenness (Evar) was calculated as variance in species’ abundance using the equation 
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where xs and xt are abundances of the sth species 
(Smith & Wilson 1996).  Evar was chosen as an evenness index because it performs the best of all 
evenness indices over the widest range of circumstances (Smith & Wilson 1996) and is not 
correlated with S for purely mathematical reasons (Alatalo 1981). 
 To elucidate mechanisms for the altered arthropod relationships we observed, we first 
used ANOVA with block as a random effect to test for differences in arthropod richness, 
evenness, proportional diversity, and P. politus abundance among O. biennis genotypic richness 
treatments.  Due to the importance of P. politus in altering arthropod evenness and proportional 
diversity, we tested whether the response of P. politus to O. biennis genotypic richness was 
additive or interactive following the methods of Johnson et al. (2006).  Briefly, we first 
calculated the mean abundance of P. politus on each genotype in monoculture.  Then, we created 
an expected data set for polyculture patches based on their genotypic composition.  We used 
ANOVA with block as a random effect to test whether observed versus expected values differed.  
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A difference in observed versus expected values using this method is indicative of a non-additive 
response (i.e., an interactive effect of plant genotypic diversity on P. politus abundance). 
 In the follow-up field experiment in 2009, we further investigated the response of P. 
politus.  We censused all P. politus individuals, the number of O. biennis flowers, and the 
number of buds on every plant in the experiment three times during the peak of flowering in 
mid-late August.  Sampling occurred on Aug. 15, Aug. 21, and Sept. 1.  During two of these 
surveys (Aug. 21 and Sept. 1) we also noted where each P. politus individual occurred on the 
plant (flower, bud, or stem/leaf).  In total, we made 17,586 observations of P. politus during 
these surveys.  In early October, just prior to plant senescence, we counted fruits, and harvested 
and weighed all above-ground biomass.  Above-ground biomass was dried in an oven (40° C) for 
72 hours, then weighed to the nearest 0.1 g.  Biomass and fruit data were collected because these 
two traits commonly respond to plant richness (Cardinale et al. 2006, Hughes et al. 2008) and are 
known to be a mechanism affecting positive richness-richness relationships among plant and 
animal trophic levels (Haddad et al. 2009, Genung et al. 2010, Cook-Patton et al. 2011). 
 We used ANOVA to test for the effect of O. biennis genotypic richness on cumulative 
flower + bud abundance, fruit abundance, and above-ground dry mass.  No blocking factor was 
used on this data set since block was never significant.  While biomass and fruit data were 
normally distributed, flower + bud abundance was log transformed to improve normality.  To 
test whether increased production of flowers + buds and fruits were due to complementarity or 
selection we followed the methods of Loreau and Hector (2001).  Positive complementarity 
implies that non-additive increases in polyculture yield are due to resource partitioning or 
facilitation among plant genotypes, whereas negative selection implies that smaller genotypes 
grow proportionally better in polycultures than monocultures compared to larger genotypes.  
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Finally, we used linear regression to test for the effect of plot-level flower + bud abundance and 
above-ground biomass on P. politus abundance.  Flower + bud abundance and P. politus 
abundance were both log transformed to improve normality. 
Plagiognathas politus bioassay 
 To test whether potential differences in floral quality between monocultures and 
polycultures could influence P. politus, in mid-August 2009 we performed a choice test with P. 
politus using floral tissues from monoculture and polyculture plants.  P. politus is an 
opportunistic florivore and agricultural pest (Wheeler 2001), and has occasionally been observed 
to consume an omnivorous diet (e.g., Hunt-Joshi et al. 2005).  On O. biennis, most P. politus 
interact with flowers and buds (see Table 2.1), where they consume pollen and nectar (McArt, 
personal observation).  Three flowers and three buds were removed from each of 19 genotypes 
in each treatment and immediately placed in a Petri dish (9 cm diameter) containing a moist filter 
paper disk.  Floral tissues were arranged such that flowers and buds from a genotype in 
monoculture were placed on one side of the Petri dish while flowers and buds from the same 
genotype in polyculture were placed on the other side of the dish. Three choice tests were set up 
for each genotype that was flowering in the experiment (n = 57 choice tests).  Petri dishes were 
immediately transported back to the lab where five field-collected P. politus adults were 
introduced and allowed to choose among floral tissues from each treatment over a period of 14 
hrs.  At the end of 14 hrs P. politus individuals were counted on the tissues from each genotype 
and treatment.  We used ANOVA with treatment as the factor, P. politus abundance as the 
response, and Petri dish as a blocking factor to test whether P. politus showed a preference for 
floral tissues acquired from plant genotypes growing in monocultures vs. polycultures. 
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Results 
 Relationships between arthropod richness and evenness, and richness and proportional 
diversity were altered by O. biennis genotypic richness (significant treatment ! factor 
interactions for each response, Table 2.1).   
 
Table 2.1: Pair-wise relationships between three aspects of arthropod biodiversity (richness, 
evenness, and proportional diversity) as affected by each factor, Oenothera biennis genotypic 
richness (monocultures vs. polycultures), and their interaction. 
Full Analysis 
Factor Response Factor 
O. biennis 
richness 
Factor ! O. 
biennis 
richness 
  F P slope F P F P 
Richness Evenness 0.24 0.62 0.02 11.82 <0.001 8.65 0.004 
Diversity  Richness 0.41 0.53 0.14 6.79 0.011 4.57 0.035 
Evenness Diversity 102.4 <0.001 3.14 0.03 0.87 1.86 0.18 
         
Monocultures     
  F P slope     
Richness Evenness 1.12 0.30 -0.11     
Diversity  Richness 0.53 0.47 -0.33     
Evenness Diversity 85.04 <0.001 3.59     
         
Polycultures     
  F P slope     
Richness Evenness 13.65 <0.001 0.18     
Diversity Richness 7.04 0.010 0.66     
Evenness Diversity 28.34 <0.001 2.69     
Arthropod species richness (S) was natural logarithm transformed to be on the same scale as evenness and 
diversity indices (Alatalo 1981), evenness calculated as the variance in species’ abundance (Evar, Smith 
and Wilson 1996), diversity calculated as the Shannon index (H’, Margalef 1958).  Slope indicates 
direction of relationship (positive, negative, or null if P > 0.05). 
 
 
 When analyzed separately, we found positive richness-evenness and richness-
proportional diversity relationships in O. biennis polycultures (F1,62 = 13.65, P < 0.001, and F1,62 
= 7.04, P = 0.010, respectively, Table 2.1) while there was no relationship between either of 
these aspects of arthropod biodiversity in monocultures (P > 0.29).  These altered relationships 
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were not an artifact of different numbers of monocultures (n = 46) and polycultures (n = 69), as a 
power analysis indicated that only 23 and 40 polycultures, respectively, were necessary to 
achieve significance for richness-evenness and richness-proportional diversity relationships at " 
= 0.05.  The relationship between arthropod evenness and proportional diversity was positive and 
did not differ between O. biennis treatments (factor: F1,106 = 102.4, P < 0.001, treatment ! factor 
interaction: F1,106 = 1.86, P = 0.176, Table 2.1). 
 To understand the mechanisms for these responses we first analyzed how each aspect of 
arthropod biodiversity responded to O. biennis genotypic richness independently.  We found that 
plant genotypic richness decreased arthropod evenness by 19% (F1,108 = 11.80, P < 0.001, Fig 
2.1a) and proportional diversity by 15% (F1,108 = 6.57, P = 0.012, Fig. 2.1b), while arthropod 
richness increased by 17% (P = 0.011, Cook-Patton et al. 2011).   
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Figure 2.1: Relationship between plant genotypic richness and arthropod species evenness and 
diversity.  Arthropod evenness calculated as variance in species’ abundance, Evar (a), 
proportional diversity calculated via the Shannon index, H’ (b).  LS means ± SE shown. 
 
 Reduced evenness in communities can result from a greater proportion of rare species, a 
greater proportion of individuals comprising dominant species, or a combination of these two 
mechanisms.  While the proportion of rare arthropod species was nearly identical among 
treatments (species where 5 or fewer individuals were observed: monocultures = 63%, 
polycultures = 62%), we observed a striking non-additive increase in abundance of the 
numerically dominant arthropod, Plagiognathas politus, in response to plant genotypic richness 
(F1,108 = 27.78, P < 0.001, Fig. 2.2).  Nearly twice as many P. politus were found in O. biennis 
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polycultures compared to monocultures, and P. politus abundance was 47% greater than 
expected in polycultures (F1,131 = 6.80, P = 0.010, Fig. 2.2).  When we removed P. politus from 
our evenness analysis, we found that evenness did not differ among treatments (F1,108 = 0.41, P = 
0.52), suggesting that P. politus alone altered arthropod evenness in response to O. biennis 
genotypic richness. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Relationship between plant genotypic richness and abundance of Plagiognathas 
politus.  Gray bars show values from monocultures and polycultures (LS means ± SE).  Hatched 
gray bar shows additive prediction from monoculture values (see Methods).  Additive prediction 
shown with 95% confidence intervals surrounding LS mean. 
 
 Similar to evenness, low proportional diversity communities can result from differences 
in species’ abundance distributions.  However, proportional diversity also responds to the 
number of species present (S), which we found increased 17% in response to O. biennis 
genotypic richness.  Since proportional diversity indices such as H’ increase with greater S (see 
equation in methods), the decrease in proportional diversity that we observed shows that the 
increased number of arthropod species in polycultures were not able to counteract the influence 
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of reduced arthropod evenness.  Again, when we removed P. politus from our analysis, we found 
that proportional diversity did not differ among treatments (F1,108 = 0.12, P = 0.72), suggesting 
that the increased numbers of P. politus in response to O. biennis genotypic richness were 
primarily responsible for decreased arthropod proportional diversity. 
 Due to the large influence of P. politus on arthropod evenness and proportional diversity 
that we observed in 2008, we conducted a series of follow-up experiments to understand the 
mechanism for its striking increase in abundance from monocultures to polycultures.  In the 2009 
follow-up field experiment, we observed that 77% of P. politus individuals were associated with 
flowers and buds compared to stems and leaves (Table 2.2).  Therefore, we tested two plausible 
mechanisms for the response of P. politus to O. biennis floral tissues.  First, we tested whether 
floral quality differed among O. biennis treatments.  Via a choice bioassay, we found that P. 
politus did not preferentially choose floral tissues from either O. biennis treatment (F1,56 = 0.00, 
P = 1.00). 
 
Table 2.2: Association of Plagiognathas politus (Miridae) with Oenothera biennis tissues during 
the 2009 field experiment. 
Survey 
date 
Proportion 
P. politus 
on flowers 
Proportion 
P. politus 
on buds 
Proportion 
P. politus on 
stems and 
leaves 
Aug. 21 0.50 0.30 0.20 
Sept. 1 0.42 0.32 0.26 
Average 0.46 0.31 0.23 
 
 
 Next, we tested whether floral quantity influenced P. politus. After surveying the number 
of flowers + buds on every plant in the experiment, we found that cumulative flower + bud 
abundance increased in response to genotypic richness (t1,62 = 2.24, P = 0.028, Fig 2.3a), and that 
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this increase was due primarily to positive complementarity among O. biennis genotypes (95% 
confidence: 43.6 - 249.1, Fig 2.3b).  Positive complementarity implies that non-additive 
increases in polyculture yield are due to resource partitioning or facilitation among plant 
genotypes (Loreau and Hector 2001).   
 
 
Figure 2.3: Relationship between plant genotypic richness and flower + bud abundance (a). LS 
mean ± SE shown.  The overall diversity effect can be partitioned into complementarity or 
selection effects (Loreau and Hector 2001) (b).  Positive complementarity (white bar) indicates 
that, on average, genotypes are more productive in polyculture than would be predicted from 
their monoculture values.  Negative selection (dark gray bar) indicates that smaller genotypes are 
showing a disproportionally large increase in flowers and buds in polyculture compared to larger 
genotypes.  Mean diversity effect ± 95% CI shown. 
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 Increased flower + bud abundance in polycultures resulted in increased fruit production 
(t1,62 = 2.27, P = 0.026), which was also due primarily to positive complementarity (95% 
confidence: 85.3 – 284.5).  Although a trend existed for greater above-ground biomass in 
polyculture, biomass did not differ significantly among treatments in the 2009 field experiment 
(t1,62 = 1.53, P = 0.13).  Supporting the importance of floral tissue quantity in driving the 
abundance of P. politus, we found a strong positive correlation between plot-level flower + bud 
abundance and P. politus abundance (R2 = 0.65, P < 0.0001, Fig. 2.4).   
 
 
Figure 2.4: Relationship between flower + bud abundance and P. politus abundance in 
monocultures and polycultures.  Each point represents the summed abundance in a monoculture 
plot (black circles) or polyculture plot (white circles). 
 
 Above-ground plant biomass was also correlated with P. politus abundance (R2 = 0.36, P 
< 0.0001), however a model including both of these factors showed that flower + bud abundance 
drove P. politus abundance (flower + bud abundance: P < 0.001, above-ground biomass: P = 
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0.68).  Finally, further supporting the importance of flower quantity in driving patterns of P. 
politus abundance, the positive correlation between flower + bud abundance and P. politus 
abundance did not differ among O. biennis monocultures and polycultures (F1,59 = 0.37, P = 0.54, 
Fig. 2.4). 
 
Discussion 
 Our finding of variable relationships between arthropod richness, evenness, and 
proportional diversity (Table 2.1) reflects a growing literature that has found positive (Sugihara 
1980, Stirling & Wilsey 2001, Willig et al. 2003), null (Stirling & Wilsey 2001, Willig et al. 
2003, Ma 2005, Bock et al. 2007), and negative (Cook & Graham 1996, Weiher and Keddy 
1999, Stirling & Wilsey 2001, Willig et al. 2003, Wilsey et al. 2005, Bock et al. 2007, Wilsey & 
Stirling 2007) relationships between these aspects of biodiversity in communities.  Here, we 
show a novel mechanism that may contribute to these inconsistent results: plant genotypic 
richness modified relationships among different aspects of arthropod biodiversity (Table 2.1).  
Thus, interactions with plants altered relationships between different aspects of animal 
biodiversity. 
 Interactions between richness, evenness, and proportional diversity across trophic levels 
could have important consequences for communities and ecosystems.  Within-trophic level 
richness (Hooper et al. 2005, Balvanera et al. 2006) and evenness (Hillebrand et al. 2008, 
Wittebolle et al. 2009, Crowder et al. 2010) are each separately known to impact functions such 
as resource utilization, population/community stability, and pest control.  In addition, trophic 
complexity is known to modify community and ecosystem functions (Duffy et al. 2007).  
However, few diversity-function studies simultaneously measure or manipulate richness and 
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evenness across trophic levels.  Theory and experiments addressing how biodiversity at one 
trophic level alters functions at other trophic levels have provided mixed results (Duffy et al. 
2007), and we suggest that one reason for these inconsistencies may be a failure to consider how 
multiple aspects of biodiversity interact across trophic levels. 
 The second part of our study elucidates mechanisms for the arthropod patterns we 
observed.  In O. biennis polycultures, where arthropod richness was high and evenness and 
proportional diversity were low, we observed positive relationships between these aspects of 
biodiversity.  Conversely, in O. biennis monocultures, where arthropod richness was low and 
evenness and proportional diversity were high, richness-evenness and richness-proportional 
diversity relationships did not occur.  Thus, determining the mechanisms altering each aspect of 
arthropod biodiversity provides insight into the mechanisms altering relationships among them.  
In a previous paper (Cook-Patton et al. 2011), we show how arthropod richness increased with 
O. biennis genotypic richness.  Via rarefaction analyses, we found that arthropod richness 
increased due to increases in arthropod abundance, and arthropod abundance responded to 
increased plant biomass.  Increased productivity is common in experiments manipulating plant 
richness (Cardinale et al. 2007, Hughes et al. 2008), and by increasing the amount of bottom-up 
energy, greater numbers of animals can be supported in a community, which results in an 
abundance-driven accumulation of species (Gotelli and Colwell 2001).  This effect has been 
called the “more individuals” hypothesis, where animal richness is dependent on available plant 
energy (Srivastava and Lawton 1998, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Haddad et al. 2009). 
 Here, we show an analogous effect of biodiversity-driven productivity on arthropod 
evenness and proportional diversity.  Flowers and buds – resources utilized by the numerically 
dominant insect on O. biennis, P. politus – increased in response to plant genotypic richness 
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(Fig. 2.3).  In turn, this greater abundance of floral tissues attracted more P. politus individuals to 
polycultures (Figs. 2.2, 2.4), which resulted in decreased arthropod evenness and proportional 
diversity.  When above-ground plant biomass and floral tissue abundance were compared, we 
found that plant biomass was not a significant predictor of P. politus abundance.  Thus, knowing 
the specific plant resource utilized by P. politus allowed us to delve further into the relationship 
between plant productivity and animal evenness and proportional diversity. 
 A great deal of controversy surrounds the meaning or usefulness of proportional diversity 
indices such as H’ (e.g., Hairston et al. 1968, Hurlbert 1971).  Some authors suggest that richness 
and evenness represent two components of biodiversity (e.g., Stirling & Wilsey 2001) while 
other authors suggest that they represent inherently different aspects (i.e., range vs. variance, 
respectively) of biodiversity, and therefore attempts to combine them into a single index are not 
justified (e.g., Bell 2000).  In this study we show that arthropod proportional diversity decreased 
despite an increase in arthropod richness in response to O. biennis genotypic richness, and that 
arthropod evenness and proportional diversity showed similar relationships with arthropod 
richness.  From a mathematical standpoint, this points to the fact that arthropod evenness drove 
patterns of proportional diversity in this community much more than arthropod richness.  
Although our study was not designed to explore the consequences of this pattern, the relative 
contribution of evenness vs. richness in altering patterns of diversity may be important in 
predicting, for example, community responses to environmental change (Wilsey & Stirling 
2007). 
 In summary, our results add to our knowledge of the relationship between plant and 
animal biodiversity by showing how relationships between arthropod richness, evenness, and 
proportional diversity are modified by interactions with plant genotypic richness.  Since both 
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richness (Hooper et al. 2005, Balvanera et al. 2006) and evenness (Hillebrand et al. 2008, 
Crowder et al. 2010) are known to impact community and ecosystem processes, yet no consistent 
relationship between these aspects of biodiversity has been observed, we suggest that further 
mechanistic studies explicitly evaluating trophic interactions may greatly benefit our 
understanding of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Invasive herbivore increases plant fitness via induced resistance to seed predators 
 
Introduction 
 Plants have evolved myriad ways to defend themselves against herbivores (Fritz and 
Simms 1992, Rosenthal and Berenbaum 1992, Karban and Baldwin 1997).  Although costly 
(Strauss et al. 2002), constitutive (i.e., always present) defenses are often associated with reduced 
herbivore damage (Mauricio 1998, Wittstock and Gershenzon 2002).  Plants can also induce 
resistance following initial attack (Karban and Baldwin 1997), and the adaptive benefit of this 
induced defensive strategy has been demonstrated twice previously when subsequent vegetative 
feeding herbivores impacted plant fitness (Agrawal 1998, Baldwin 1998).  However, it is 
increasingly clear that leaf herbivory also induces defenses in plant reproductive tissues 
(Baldwin and Karb 1995, Euler and Baldwin 1996, Ohnmeiss and Baldwin 2000, Strauss et al. 
2004, Adler et al. 2006, Halpern et al. 2010), which may broaden the community-wide 
consequences of induction via altered interactions with reproductive tissue mutualists (Kessler et 
al. 2011, Whitehead and Poveda 2011) as well as antagonists (McCall and Karban 2006). 
 Toxins in flowers and fruits are known to deter pollinators (Adler and Irwin 2005, Gegear 
et al. 2007) and seed dispersers (Herrera 1982, Cipollini and Levey 1997), and deterrence of 
these reproductive tissue mutualists can negatively impact plant fitness (Howe and Smallwood 
1982, Burd 1994).  Therefore, leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction may be maladaptive in 
plants.  Alternatively, defenses in reproductive tissues can deter antagonists such as florivores 
(McCall and Irwin 2006) and seed predators (Cipollini and Levey 1997, Tewksbury and Nabhan 
2001).  Due to their direct interaction with reproductive tissues, these antagonists can have large 
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negative impacts on plant fitness (Crawley 1992, Louda and Potvin 1995, McCall and Irwin 
2006).  Thus, if leaf herbivory is a reliable predictor of risk of florivory or seed predation 
(Karban et al. 1999), and the negative impacts of these reproductive tissue antagonists outweigh 
the positive effects of mutualists, leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction can be adaptive in plants. 
 Despite this potential conflict, it is unknown whether leaf-to-reproductive tissue 
induction is maladaptive or adaptive.  More basically, while an increasing number of studies 
show that leaf herbivory can alter interactions with plant reproductive tissue mutualists such as 
pollinators (Kessler and Halitschke 2009, Kessler et al. 2011) and seed dispersers (Whitehead 
and Poveda 2011), or antagonists such as seed predators (McCall and Karban 2006), a direct link 
between leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction of defenses and altered animal behavior has yet to 
be documented. 
 Here we use a combination of natural population surveys, field manipulations, behavioral 
assays, and plant chemical analyses to investigate the fitness consequences of leaf-to-
reproductive tissue induction in the common evening primrose (Oenothera biennis).  An 
herbaceous plant native to eastern North America, O. biennis is a preferred host plant of the 
highly invasive Japanese beetle (Popillia japonica) in its introduced range (Potter and Held 
2002).  Japanese beetles are the dominant folivore on O. biennis in Tompkins Co., NY, 
consuming leaves prior to and during the emergence of its three dominant native herbivores – 
Mompha stellella, Mompha brevivittella, and Schinia florida.  All three native herbivores are 
specialist Lepidoptera that prey on O. biennis reproductive tissues (flower buds, seeds, and both, 
respectively).  While O. biennis lacks any seed dispersing mutualists, numerous pollinators 
interact with O. biennis flowers, including hummingbirds, hawkmoths, and other Lepidoptera.  
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However, reproduction and seed set in O. biennis occurs regardless of pollination via its 
permanent translocation heterozygote genetic system (Johnson 2011a). 
 
Materials and methods 
Study system 
 The common evening primrose (Oenothera biennis, Onagraceae) is a native herbaceous 
plant that is common to old-fields and disturbed areas in eastern North America (Cleland 1972, 
Johnson 2011b).  The herbivore fauna on O. biennis in Tompkins County, NY, is dominated by 
the leaf-chewing Japanese beetle (Popillia japonica, Scarabaeidae) and three seed predators: the 
primrose moth (Schinia florida, Noctuidae), and two microlepidopterans (Mompha stellella and 
Mompha brevivittella, Momphidae).  Popillia japonica is an invasive dietary generalist that was 
first discovered in New Jersey in 1916 (Fleming 1976).  The first documentation of P. japonica 
herbivory on O. biennis in Tompkins County was in 1976 (Kinsman 1982), so P. japonica has 
utilized O. biennis as a host plant in the Ithaca area for between 35 and 95 years.  Schinia florida, 
M. stellella, and M. brevivittella are native specialists that have coevolved with plants in the 
genus Oenothera (Hardwick 1970a, Powell 1980) and locally feed exclusively on O. biennis 
(Hardwick 1970b, Kinsman 1982). 
 In Tompkins County, P. japonica is univoltine; adults emerge and feed on O. biennis in 
mid-June, peak in abundance in mid-late July, and are absent by early September.  Adult S. 
florida oviposit on O. biennis flower buds from July-August.  Larvae usually remain on their 
initial host plants and preferentially consume flower buds (Kinsman 1982).  Near the end of their 
development they will also consume maturing fruits if buds are not available, occasionally 
destroying every seed on a plant, before dropping to the ground to pupate in the soil.  Adult M. 
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stellella oviposit on or near developing flower buds from July-August.  Each larva feeds alone 
within one bud, destroying the stamens, style, stigma, and occasionally the petals, which 
terminates development of the flower/fruit.  The larva then emerges and drops to the ground to 
pupate in the soil (Kinsman 1982).  Adult M. brevivittella oviposit in maturing O. biennis fruits 
in late July-early September.  A single larva stays within one of the four locules, consuming 80% 
of developing seeds on average (Agrawal et al. 2012).  Up to four larvae inhabit each seed 
capsule and pupate in a cocoon spun within the capsule.  Adults emerge from September-
October through a conspicuous exit hole cut by the larva in the wall of the seed capsule 
(Kinsman 1982) 
Population surveys 
 In mid-July 2009, we surveyed four local populations of O. biennis for leaf damage by P. 
japonica and abundance of the two seed predators that are present in mid-July, S. florida and M. 
stellella (populations separated by ~ 10 km).  We counted the number of leaves damaged by P. 
japonica the number of eggs, larvae, and adults of each seed predator species on each plant.  
Because this count data conformed to a Poisson distribution, we tested for a relationship between 
P. japonica leaf herbivory and seed predator abundance via Poisson regression (R version 2.9.2). 
 In mid-September 2009, once all herbivores had finished damaging the plants but leaves 
had not dropped, we revisited these four populations to record end of season damage patterns.  
Two populations that were adjacent agricultural fields were destroyed due to mowing.  
Therefore, we surveyed the remaining two populations plus two additional populations ~5 km 
from the original sites.  We estimated percent leaf damage from P. japonica by scoring the 
amount of leaf area removed on each leaf (0, 25, 50, 75, or 100%), adding these values from all 
leaves on a plant, dividing this number by the total number of leaves, and multiplying by 100.  
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We estimated percent fruit damage from M. stellella, S. florida, and M. brevivittella by counting 
the number of flower buds or fruits consumed (taking into account partial consumption), dividing 
this number by the total number of fruits, and multiplying by 100.  Data from each herbivore 
conformed to a normal distribution, so we tested for relationships between P. japonica leaf 
damage and seed predation via linear regression. 
Phytohormone analysis 
 We measured the concentration of jasmonic acid (JA) in leaves, flower buds, and fruits 
from tissues collected during mid-July, 2009 in one of the four populations surveyed.  Samples 
were not collected in the remaining three populations to minimize costs.  Tissue was collected 
from randomly sampled plants that either had P. japonica leaf damage or did not have leaf 
damage.  Tissue was immediately frozen on dry ice and stored in a -80 freezer.  Prior to analysis, 
0.1-0.3 grams of frozen tissue from each sample was weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg, 80 ng of D5-
jasmonic acid was added to each tube as an internal standard, and samples were extracted in 1 
mL of an isopropanol:H2O:HCl buffer (2:1:0.005 vol/vol) using a Fastprep 24 homogenizer (MP 
Biomedicals LLC, Solon, OH).  JA concentrations were then determined via the protocol 
outlined in Thaler et al. (Thaler et al. 2010) using HPLC-MS. 
Choice experiment 
 We set up eight large mesh cages (12’ ! 12’ ! 6’, Lumite Inc., Baldwin, GA) in an 
abandoned and untreated agricultural field in 2010.  Each cage enclosed 28-32 bolting O. biennis 
plants that naturally occurred in the field.  In mid-July, we randomly assigned plants to two 
treatments: beetle-induced or control.  We placed a mesh bag (Agrifabrics Pro-17 material, 
American Agrifabrics, Alphretta GA) over the foliage of each plant and tied the bag off in two 
places: at the base of the stem and below the floral/fruit tissues.  Beetle-treated plants received 
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five P. japonica per bag while control plants received no beetles (empty bag).  After five days of 
leaf herbivory, we performed a choice experiment with S. florida by adding 4-5 adult moths to 
each cage.  Moths were obtained from wild populations, immediately added to the cages, 
allowed to oviposit on the exposed flower buds of each plant for 3-4 days, then removed from 
the cages and released.  The number of eggs oviposited by S. florida was counted on each plant, 
all mesh bags were removed, and the amount of leaf damage from P. japonica was quantified.  In 
early August, after larvae had completed development and dropped to the soil to pupate, the 
number of flower buds and fruits consumed by S. florida were recorded for each plant.  We 
tested for differences in oviposition, flower bud, and fruit consumption between treatments via 
ANOVA with cage as random effect. 
Phenolics quantification 
 We measured the concentration of phenolics (ellagitannins and flavonoids) in flower 
buds collected from control and beetle-induced plants immediately prior to the introduction of S. 
florida in the choice experiment.  Tissue was collected, immediately frozen on dry ice, and 
stored in a -80 freezer until analysis.  We lyophilized the frozen tissue for 5 days, then extracted 
dried tissue in acetone:H2O (70:30 vol/vol) via Fastprep homogenization.  We then followed the 
methods outlined in Johnson et al. (Johnson et al. 2009a) to quantify eleven ellagitannins and 
five flavonoids using HPLC-DAD via analyses on two separate dates. 
 As a multivariate test of overall differences in individual flower bud phenolics we used 
the semimetric Bray-Curtis dissimilarity coefficient to compare assemblages of individual 
ellagitannins or flavonoids from control vs. beetle-induced plants using phytochemical 
concentrations as abundance data (Vegan 1.15-1, R version 2.9.2 (McCune and Grace 2002)).  
Flower bud ellagitannins were dissimilar between control vs. beetle-induced plants (F1,64 = 2.0, P 
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= 0.039) while flavonoids were not dissimilar between treatments (F1,64 = 0.7, P = 0.52).  
Therefore, we proceeded with univariate comparisons of individual ellagitannins via ANOVA 
with cage and analysis date as random effects (Table 3.1).  Four individual ellagitannin peaks 
were induced (P < 0.05).  These four peaks corresponded to two compounds only, since both 
exist naturally as isomeric !- and "-glucose mixtures (see Ellagitannin characterization).  We 
therefore combined data from each appropriate compound and isomer to obtain total 
concentrations of the two compounds (Table 3.1). 
Ellagitannin characterization 
 All the ellagitannins were first classified by their UV spectra.  Characterization of 
oenothein B and its isomer were conducted by observing UV spectra and m/z values of 783.1 and 
1567.1 via triple quadropole HPLC-MS-MS in tandem with referencing previous literature on 
this compound in O. biennis (Johnson et al. 2009a, Karonen et al. 2010).  Characterization of the 
oxidized derivative of oenothein A and its isomer were conducted by a combination of UV 
spectroscopy and ESI-TOF mass spectrometry (Karonen et al. 2010).  In short, the compound 
had a molecular weight of 2366.21 g/mol and produced a characteristic water fragment during 
ESI-MS analysis.  These were evidenced by the following m/z values: m/z 1182.108 ([M-2H]2-), 
1173.107([M-2H-H2O]2-), 1576.477 ([2M-3H]3-), 1570.475 ([2M-3H-H2O]3-), and 1583.815 
([2M-4H+Na]3-). This ellagitannin had 14 Da higher molecular weight than the trimeric 
oenothein A (2352 g/mol).  The oxidation of phenolic HHDP group of oenothein A into a 
DHHDP group would increase oenothein A’s molecular weight by 16 Da, not by 14 Da (=> 2368 
g/mol). Such a compound, oenotherin T1, has been earlier identified from other Oenothera 
species (Taniguchi et al. 2002).  The DHHDP group typically yields a water fragment in ESI-MS 
due to the presence of two OH-groups attached to the same carbon atom; this was evidenced for 
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the new ellagitannin trimer.  Its UV spectrum was slightly altered from that of oenothein A, 
suggesting a higher HHDP to galloyl load in the molecule (cf. (Salminen et al. 2011)).  Indeed, 
the formation of one HHDP group from two galloyl groups decreases the molecular weight of 
the ellagitannin by 2 Da.  Thus, the new ellagitannin was characterized as a trimeric oenothein A 
derivative having one HHDP group oxidized into DHHPP group and two galloyl groups joined 
to form a HHDP group (i.e., 2352 Da + 16 Da – 2 Da = 2366 Da).  This type of oligomeric 
ellagitannin structure was further supported by its behavior during Sephadex LH-20 gel 
chromatography (Salminen et al. 2011).  The full identification of the molecule and the 
unmasking of the exact positions of the galloyl, HHDP and DHHDP groups in the three glucoses 
of this new ellagitannin would require compound purification followed by detailed NMR and 
hydrolysis product analysis; this is the target of upcoming studies.  We verified the identities of 
oenothein B and the oxidized derivative of oenothein A between instruments and labs by 
purifying each compound and comparing retention time, UV spectroscopy, and mass 
spectrometry data. 
Population manipulations 
 In early July 2010 we visited seven populations of O. biennis in Tompkins Co. and, 
corresponding to the time when natural colonization of O. biennis by P. japonica occurred in 
each population, we controlled whether plants received beetle leaf herbivory (induced) or not 
(control) via identical methods outlined for the choice experiment.  We maintained these 
treatments for 5-7 days in each population, then removed bags and allowed natural colonization 
of herbivores and other animals such as pollinators for the rest of the season.  In mid-September 
we revisited each population, counted the number of fruits on each plant, and quantified seed 
predation using the same methods outlined in the observational study.  We tested for differences 
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in number of fruits and percent seed predation between treatments via ANOVA with population 
as a random effect. 
Isolated fitness impacts of P. japonica 
 Ten replicate plants from each of fourteen O. biennis genotypes were germinated in pots 
in September 2010, grown for two months in a greenhouse until mature rosettes, then placed 
outside in a cold frame to overwinter.  In July 2011, we controlled whether plants received beetle 
leaf herbivory (induced) or not (control) via identical methods outlined for the choice experiment 
and population manipulations.  Bags were removed after 7 days and in mid-September (when all 
fruits had developed) we counted the number of fruits on each plant.  We removed two fruits 
located 15 cm below the apex of each bolting stalk and counted and weighed (to the nearest 0.1 
mg) all seeds from these fruits.  This fruiting position on the plant was chosen to subsample 
because it was where flowers and fruits developed in the week following the induction treatment.  
Plant height (F1,69 = 0.31, P = 0.58) and length of the fruiting stalk (F1,69 = 0.09, P = 0.77) did 
not differ between treatments, suggesting this method of subsampling fruits was unbiased.  We 
tested for differences in the number of fruits, number of seeds per fruit, and average seed weight 
on control vs. beetle-induced plants via ANOVA with O. biennis genotype as random effect. 
 
Results 
 We first investigated the potential for plant-mediated interactions on O. biennis by 
surveying animal abundance and damage patterns in four O. biennis populations.  We found 
fewer M. stellella (F1,140 = 6.8, P < 0.001) and S. florida (F1,140 = 2.0, P = 0.045), the two seed 
predators present during our initial survey, on O. biennis plants with greater amounts of P. 
japonica leaf herbivory (Fig. 3.1).   
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Figure 3.1: Relationship between number of leaves damaged by Japanese beetles (Popillia 
japonica) and abundance of adult and larval Schinia florida and Mompha stellella in four 
evening primrose (Oenothera biennis) populations surveyed in Tompkins Co., NY (USA).  
Individual responses of each seed predator: M. stellella: F1,140 = 6.77, P < 0.001; S. florida: F1,140 
= 2.00, P = 0.045. 
 
 At the end of the season, we found less damage by the two seed predators that consume 
flower buds (M. stellella: F1,104 = 6.1, P = 0.015, and S. florida: F1,104 = 6.5, P = 0.012), while 
there was no relationship between leaf herbivory and seed predation by M. brevivittella (F1,104 = 
0.5, P = 0.50), the herbivore that preys exclusively on maturing seeds (Fig. 3.2).  Overall, total 
seed predation by all three Lepidoptera was greatly reduced on plants that received more beetle 
leaf damage (F1,104 = 16.1, P < 0.001). 
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between percent leaf damage by P. japonica and percent of seeds 
consumed by M. stellella (A), S. florida (B), and M. brevivittella (C) in four O. biennis 
populations surveyed in Tompkins Co., NY (USA). 
 
 The jasmonic acid (JA) signaling cascade is the major wound-induced mediator of plant 
defensive responses to herbivores (Creelman and Mullet 1997).  Concentration of JA was 
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elevated in both leaves (F1,18 = 8.6, P = 0.009, Fig. 3.3A) and flower buds (F1,18 = 5.0, P = 0.039, 
Fig. 3.3B) but not maturing fruits (F1,14 = 0.5, P = 0.49, Fig. 3.3C) of plants with beetle leaf 
damage in our observational survey.  Furthermore, the extent of beetle leaf damage was 
positively associated with concentration of JA in both leaves (R2 = 0.57, P < 0.001, Fig. 3.3A 
inset) and flower buds (R2 = 0.22, P = 0.038, Fig. 3.3B inset), suggesting a JA-mediated response 
to P. japonica may have altered seed predator behavior. 
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Figure 3.3: Concentration of jasmonic acid (JA) in leaves (A), flower buds (B), and fruits (C) of 
plants with P. japonica leaf damage (+ Damage) or without leaf damage (- Damage) from the 
observational survey of four O. biennis populations (ng/g tissue, mean ± s.e.m.).  Insets show 
relationship between the number of leaves damaged by P. japonica and JA concentration in each 
respective tissue. 
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 To more directly test whether these correlated patterns of leaf herbivory and seed 
predation were due to induced plant resistance, we manipulated P. japonica leaf herbivory and 
measured induction of defensive chemicals and oviposition preference of S. florida, the dominant 
seed predator on O. biennis.  Plant height (F1,233 = 0.4, P = 0.55) and the number of O. biennis 
flower buds (F1,233 = 1.1, P = 0.30) and fruits (F1,233 = 0.1, P = 0.72) – the two primary 
oviposition sites utilized by S. florida adults – were similar on control vs. induced plants 
immediately following induction, suggesting that P. japonica leaf herbivory did not alter plant 
growth or reproductive phenology. 
 Instead, we found a 42% higher concentration of ellagitannins in the flower buds of 
plants that received P. japonica leaf damage (F1,57 = 8.8, P = 0.005, Table 3.1).  This result was 
primarily driven by the induction of two compounds: the dimeric ellagitannin oenothein B – the 
most abundant phenolic compound in O. biennis tissues – was 45% more concentrated (F1,57 = 
6.0, P = 0.017), and an oxidized derivative of trimeric oenothein A was 81% more concentrated 
in the flower buds of beetle-induced compared with control plants (F1,57 = 8.1, P = 0.006). 
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Table 3.1: Concentration of ellagitannins in flower buds of control plants vs. plants induced with 
P. japonica leaf herbivory.† 
Compound 
Percentage of 
total 
ellagitannins 
Control 
mean 
(mg/g)* 
Induced 
mean 
(mg/g)* P 
Oenothein B 57.4 138.8 191.5 0.018 
Oenothein A 26.5 64.3 88.5 0.25 
Oxidized oenothein A derivative 5.1 11.1 18.1 0.015 
Oenothein B (isomer) 4.6 11.4 15.3 0.025 
Ellagitannin 1 2.5 6.9 7.3 0.86 
Ellagitannin 2 1.5 4.8 4.0 0.39 
Ellagitannin 3 0.6 1.4 2.0 0.058 
Oxidized oenothein A derivative (isomer) 0.5 1.0 2.1 0.045 
Ellagitannin 4 0.5 1.1 1.5 0.061 
Ellagitannin 5 0.4 1.0 1.3 0.25 
Ellagitannin 6 0.4 0.9 1.3 0.19 
Total oenothein B 62.0 150.2 206.8 0.017 
Total oxidized oenothein A derivative 5.6 12.1 20.2 0.006 
Total individual ellagitannins 100 242.8 332.8 0.005 
†For each ellagitannin quantified, we tested for differences between treatments via ANOVA with cage and 
analysis date as random effects (P values shown). 
*Least square means expressed in pentagalloyl glucose equivalents (mg/g dry tissue). 
 
 
 Next, via the choice experiment, we found that P. japonica leaf herbivory induced 
resistance to S. florida, causing adult moths to oviposit 62% fewer eggs on induced vs. control 
plants (F1,233 = 7.4, P = 0.007, Fig. 3.4A).  This difference in oviposition choice caused S. florida 
larvae to consume less than half the number of flower buds on induced vs. control plants (F1,233 = 
19.7, P < 0.001, Fig. 3.4B) and there was a trend for 30% fewer seeds consumed on induced 
plants (F1,233 = 2.4, P = 0.12).  Thus, seed predation on O. biennis was suppressed by an induced 
response to leaf herbivory. 
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Figure 3.4: Induced resistance to seed predators via leaf herbivory.  Schinia florida adults 
oviposited fewer eggs (A) and larvae consumed fewer flower buds (B) on plants with P. japonica 
leaf herbivory compared to control plants in the manipulative choice experiment (mean ± s.e.m.). 
 
 
 In order to measure the fitness outcomes of these plant-mediated interactions in nature, 
we conducted a second manipulative experiment where plants either received P. japonica leaf 
herbivory (induced) or not (control) in seven naturally occurring O. biennis populations.  At the 
end of the growing season, the number of seeds remaining unconsumed by seed predators was 
enhanced by 7% due to induced resistance from P. japonica leaf herbivory (F1,344 = 23.2, P < 
0.001, Fig. 3.5).  Because O. biennis is monocarpic, the number of seeds produced that escape 
predation is a strong indicator of lifetime fitness.  This fitness benefit from induction was due to 
two factors.  First, seed predators consumed 77% fewer seeds on beetle-induced compared to 
control plants (F1,344 = 23.2, P < 0.001), which was primarily driven by the most abundant seed 
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predators in these populations, S. florida (F1,344 = 21.2, P < 0.001) and M. brevivittella (F1,344 = 
12.0, P = 0.001).  Second, O. biennis tolerated P. japonica folivory; leaf herbivory by itself did 
not affect the number of fruits (F1,69 = 0.1, P = 0.88), number of seeds per fruit (F1,69 = 2.0, P = 
0.16), or the mass of individual seeds (F1,69 = 0.1, P = 0.71) produced by O. biennis. 
 
Figure 3.5: Fitness benefits of leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction in nature.  The percent of 
seeds remaining after naturally occurring seed predation on control plants vs. plants 
experimentally induced with P. japonica leaf herbivory in seven O. biennis populations (mean ± 
s.e.m.).  The number of fruits produced on control vs. induced plants did not differ (F1,344 = 0.30, 
P = 0.59, inset), and a supplemental experiment with identical amounts of leaf herbivory found 
the number of fruits, number of seeds per fruit, and average seed mass did not differ between 
control vs. induced plants (P > 0.05 in all cases). 
 
Discussion 
 In this study we demonstrate a direct mechanistic link between leaf herbivory and seed 
predation by showing how jasmonate-mediated leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction of defenses 
alters seed predator behavior.  Furthermore, because O. biennis experiences a fitness benefit via 
induced resistance against its native seed predators, we show that leaf-to-reproductive tissue 
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induction can be an adaptive trait in plants.  Our results broaden the finding of two previous 
studies that showed how induction of defenses in vegetative tissues can be adaptive (Agrawal 
1998, Baldwin 1998) and therefore may evolve as a plant defense strategy. 
 Our results also show how a native plant (O. biennis) benefits from being consumed by 
P. japonica – a highly invasive herbivorous pest (Potter and Held 2002).  Numerous previous 
studies have found little or no cost of leaf herbivory on correlates of plant fitness (Hawkes and 
Jon 2001), and when induced resistance to herbivores does not itself incur a fitness cost, it is 
considered a form of plant vaccination (Kessler and T. Baldwin 2004).  Because vaccination 
occurs in plant-herbivore systems comprised entirely of endemic species (Kessler and T. 
Baldwin 2004, Halitschke et al. 2011) there is little reason to suspect that vaccination of O. 
biennis by P. japonica occurs due to the ecological novelty of their interaction.  However, while 
invasive species occasionally facilitate endemic species (Rodriguez 2006), to our knowledge this 
is the first example of an invasive species indirectly facilitating an endemic species by 
consuming it. 
 Links between the production of secondary metabolites in plant vegetative and 
reproductive tissues may occur for numerous reasons.  Perhaps the most commonly hypothesized 
mechanism for the presence of toxins in reproductive tissues is pleiotropy (Eriksson and Ehrlen 
1998, Adler 2000), and a handful of studies support this hypothesis via genetic correlations 
between secondary metabolites in plant vegetative and reproductive tissues (Adler et al. 2006, 
Irwin and Adler 2006, Kessler and Halitschke 2009).  Indeed, the biosynthetic pathways 
involved in the production of metabolites in vegetative and reproductive tissues may exhibit 
some degree of overlap.  For example, Fineblum and Rausher (Fineblum and Rausher 1997) 
hypothesized that resistance to herbivory may be related to flower color since pigment 
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compounds (anthocyanins) and defensive compounds (flavonoids and tannins) are both produced 
via the flavonoid pathway.   
 In our study we found that ellagitannins – compounds produced via the flavonoid 
biosynthetic pathway – were induced in the flower buds of O. biennis via leaf herbivory.  
Importantly, we found higher levels of jasmonic acid in the flower buds of plants that received 
leaf herbivory, suggesting induction occurred via a jasmonate-mediated response in these 
reproductive tissues and was not simply a consequence of vascular transport from leaves.  The 
high oxidative activity of ellagitannins is revitalizing interest in the defensive capabilities of 
tannins for insect herbivores (Barbehenn et al. 2006, Salminen and Karonen 2011, Salminen et 
al. 2011).  Suggestive of a potent induced defense against the seed predators of O. biennis, 
oenothein B and other ellagitannins are known to have high oxidative activity in the alkaline gut 
conditions common to Lepidoptera (Barbehenn et al. 2006).  
 Plants that rely on pollinators and/or seed dispersers to promote reproductive success may 
be under strong selection to avoid deterring these mutualists, and therefore leaf-to-reproductive 
tissue induction of defenses is predicted to be ecologically costly (Strauss et al. 2002, Kessler 
and Halitschke 2009, Kessler et al. 2011, Whitehead and Poveda 2011).  However, O. biennis is 
functionally asexual via its permanent translocation heterozygote genetic system (Johnson 
2011a), lacks any biotic seed dispersal agent, and therefore may escape the possible ecological 
costs of induced leaf-to-reproductive tissue defenses.  Whether related plant species that show 
high levels of outcrossing lack such induction (or experience attenuated induction) remains to be 
tested (Johnson et al. 2009b).  However, we predict that leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction is 
common since seed predation is ubiquitous in nature (Crawley 1992), imposes direct fitness 
costs, and can be a stronger agent of natural selection on plant reproductive traits than 
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mutualistic interactions such as pollination (Parachnowitsch and Caruso 2008).  Due to the 
potentially direct fitness impacts of pollinators, seed dispersers, florivores, and seed predators, 
leaf-to-reproductive tissue induction is likely a common but understudied mechanism by which 
leaf herbivory impacts plant fitness and contributes to natural selection on plant traits. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Plant genotypic diversity reduces the efficiency of consumer resource utilization 
 
Introduction 
 Human alterations of the environment are accelerating the loss of biodiversity (Pimm et 
al. 1995), which can have profound impacts on communities and ecosystem functioning (Chapin 
et al. 1997, Hooper et al. 2005).  A handful of studies have begun to address how plant species 
diversity impacts resource utilization by consumers (Duffy et al. 2007) and the strength of 
consumer control over plant communities (Hillebrand and Cardinale 2004, Edwards et al. 2010).  
However, while several studies have now shown that plant genotypic diversity alters consumer 
communities (Wimp et al. 2004, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Cook-Patton et al. 2010), little work has 
assessed how genotypic diversity alters the utilization of resources by consumers. 
 At least three formal hypotheses have been suggested for how plant species diversity may 
impact patterns of resource utilization by herbivores.  First, the variance in edibility hypothesis 
(Leibold 1989, Duffy 2002) posits that a resource base with more species is more likely to 
contain at least one species that is resistant to consumption, which will dominate in the presence 
of consumers.  This is analogous to the selection effect (Loreau and Hector 2001) at the resource 
rather than consumer level.  Second, the resource concentration hypothesis (Root 1973) posits 
that fewer specialist herbivores will accumulate in diverse plant assemblages due to reduced 
plant apparency, herbivore residence time, and/or herbivore reproductive output.  Third, the 
enemies hypothesis (Root 1973) posits that both generalist and specialist natural enemies will be 
more abundant in diverse plant assemblages and therefore suppress herbivore populations in 
polycultures more than monocultures.   
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In addition to these hypotheses, arguments have been made for how plant diversity may 
result in greater consumption from generalist herbivores via complementary acquisition of 
deficient nutrients (Tilman 1982) or physiological limits of detoxifying the particular secondary 
compounds found in individual plant species (Freeland and Janzen 1974, Marsh et al. 2006).  
Alternatively, consumption may increase on simple vs. diverse diets via compensatory feeding 
due to sub-optimal nutrient ratios present in a single diet (Raubenheimer and Simpson 1993, 
Simpson and Raubenheimer 1993). 
 While some experimental support exists for each of these hypotheses (e.g., (DeMott 
1998, Steiner 2001, Singer et al. 2002, Marsh et al. 2006, Haddad et al. 2009), by far the most 
comprehensive evidence supports the resource concentration and enemies hypotheses.  In a 
review of 209 studies of 287 herbivorous and 130 predatory arthropod species, Andow (1991) 
found that 51.9% of the herbivorous species examined had lower population densities on plants 
in polycultures than monocultures (compared to 15.3% of species having lower densities on 
monocultures).  Furthermore, 52.7% of predator species had higher population densities in 
polycultures (compared to 9.3% having higher densities in monocultures).  While the resource 
concentration and enemies hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, Andow determined that 
resource concentration was somewhat better at explaining these results.  Regardless, it is 
important to note that most data regarding these hypotheses solely considers the population 
responses of animals to plant diversity and does not explicitly link animal abundance to plant 
damage (Andow 1991, Duffy et al. 2007). 
 Whether hypothesized mechanisms regarding herbivore consumption dynamics in 
response to plant species diversity carry over to plant genotypic diversity is virtually untested 
(Hughes et al. 2008, Utsumi et al. 2011).  In addition, fundamentally different mechanisms have 
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been found responsible for shaping consumer community structure in response to plant genotypic 
vs. species diversity (Cook-Patton et al. 2010), suggesting mechanisms governing consumption 
dynamics may differ as well.  In this study we test how genotypic diversity of the common 
evening primrose (Oenothera biennis) influences the abundance and impact of one of its 
dominant herbivores, the Japanese beetle (Popillia japonica).  Japanese beetles consume 15% of 
the leaf area of O. biennis on average in Tompkins Co., NY, USA (McArt et al. 2012), and it is 
not uncommon for plants in field populations to be completely defoliated.  We address two main 
questions in this study: 1) How are consumption dynamics by P. japonica altered in response to 
plant genotypic diversity?  2) What mechanisms explain differences in consumption in response 
to plant genotypic diversity? 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study system, plant propagation, and field establishment 
 We manipulated genotypic richness of Oenothera biennis L (Common evening primrose, 
Onagraceae), a native herbaceous plant that is common to old-fields and disturbed areas in 
eastern North America. O. biennis reproduces via a permanent translocation heterozygosity 
genetic system, which results in seeds that are genetically identical to each other and the parent 
(Cleland 1972, Johnson 2011).  We collected O. biennis seeds from individual plants in 20 
distinct populations around Ithaca, NY.  Each genotype used in this experiment was determined 
to be unique using nine polymorphic microsatellite loci developed for O. biennis (Larson et al. 
2008).  To reduce maternal effects, we first grew the seeds in a common garden in 2007, which 
was sprayed with insecticide at regular intervals throughout the growing season, and we used 
seeds collected from these plants (20 genotypes) for our experiment. 
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 We cold stratified (4°C, four days) all seeds for the field experiment in April 2010, sowed 
them into 96-well trays filled with soil (Pro-mix “BX” with biofungicide, Premier), and thinned 
germinated seedlings to a single individual per well.  Plants were watered ad libitum and 
fertilized weekly (21-5-20 NPK, 150 ppm) while in the greenhouse (14:10 hour light:dark cycle, 
5 weeks) and then field-hardened in an outdoor mesh cage (one week) prior to planting in the 
field. 
 In May 2010, we established the field experiment in an abandoned agricultural field near 
Ithaca, NY where the soil was plowed, but otherwise untreated.  Using our pool of 20 O. biennis 
genotypes, we constructed two treatments: genotypic monocultures (one O. biennis genotype) 
and genotypic polycultures (seven O. biennis genotypes).  All plots contained seven equally 
spaced individual plants arrayed in a ring 0.5 m in diameter, and plots were separated by 1.5 m.  
We clipped encroaching weeds by hand every 2-3 weeks to ensure treatments remained 
consistent throughout the summer.  The original design included 120 plots, but due to the loss of 
individuals within plots, we restricted our analyses to the 109 plots that experienced no mortality 
(monocultures: n = 55; polycultures: n = 54).  Every genotype appeared in ~19 polycultures and 
there were three monocultures of each genotype (except for five O. biennis genotypes that had 
two monocultures each due to mortality). Due to its large size, we divided our experiment into 
four spatial blocks where each block contained the same proportion of monocultures and 
polycultures. 
Herbivory surveys and plant productivity 
 We conducted two censuses of Japanese beetles (Popillia japonica) at the peak of their 
abundance (once in late July and again in early August) by visually surveying every plant in the 
experiment (n = 840 plants).  Japanese beetles are the dominant folivore on O. biennis at our 
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sites and are responsible for >95% of the leaf area consumed on this plant species in Tompkins 
Co., NY, USA (McArt et al. 2012).  In early September, when all beetles were gone but leaves 
were still on plants, we surveyed the quantity of beetle leaf damage.  We placed an acetate sheet 
printed with a 1 cm2 grid over each leaf of every plant in the experiment, quantifying leaf area 
consumed on each plant.  In early October, when plants stopped producing new fruits, we 
counted the number of fruits and collected the above-ground biomass for each plant in the 
experiment.  We dried all plant material for 5 days at 40°C and then weighed to the nearest 0.1 g. 
 We tested for differences in plot-level beetle abundance, leaf area consumed, above-
ground plant biomass, and number of fruits produced between diversity treatments via ANOVA 
with spatial block as a random effect (JMP Pro 9.0.2).  We log transformed beetle abundance 
data to improve normality of the residuals.  To compare the amount of leaf area consumed 
between O. biennis genotypes in each treatment we used ANOVA and tested for the effect of 
genotype, treatment, and the interaction between genotype and treatment.  While genotypes 
occurred only once in each polyculture plot, numerous plants from a single genotype comprised 
each monoculture.  Therefore we used mean plot-level damage values as replicates for 
monocultures and individual plants as replicates in polycultures. 
 To test whether plot-level differences in herbivory and fruit production were due to 
complementarity or selection among plant genotypes we followed the methods of Loreau and 
Hector (2001).  For plant productivity, positive complementarity implies that increases in 
polyculture yield are due to resource partitioning or facilitation among plant genotypes, whereas 
negative selection implies that smaller genotypes grow proportionally better in polycultures than 
monocultures compared to larger genotypes.  Similarly, for herbivory negative complementarity 
implies that decreases in herbivore damage in polycultures are due predominantly to beneficial 
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associational effects among plant genotypes, whereas positive selection implies that genotypes 
that received the greatest amount of damage in monoculture receive proportionally more damage 
in polyculture than low-damage genotypes.  We tested whether complementarity and selection 
effects were positive or negative by observing whether 95% confidence intervals overlapped 
zero. 
Beetle movement 
 In order to quantify beetle movement within and among O. biennis patches, we replicated 
the 2010 field establishment protocols for a follow-up experiment in 2011 containing 17 of the 
original 20 genotypes.  Equal numbers of monocultures and polycultures were planted where 
each genotype occurred in 7 polycultures and one monoculture (n = 34 patches total).  Similar to 
the previous field experiment, monocultures were spatially alternated with polycultures such that 
two monocultures and two polycultures were present in four-patch groups.  In late-July we 
observed beetle movement in each four-patch group for 15 min periods.  Each time a beetle 
moved off a plant we recorded whether it moved to a neighboring plant within a patch or 
anywhere outside the patch (including outside the four-patch group).  We repeated these 
observations for each group of patches such that every patch in the experiment was surveyed for 
15 minutes per day, and we repeated this observation protocol for three successive days.  We 
tested whether overall beetle movement within vs. between patches differed from a 50-50 
expectation, and whether within vs. between patch movement differed between diversity 
treatments, via Pearson Chi-square analysis. 
Sequential beetle bioassay 
 We conducted a two-part bioassay to test the resistance of O. biennis genotypes to P. 
japonica grown in monocultures vs. polycultures.  During the peak of P. japonica abundance in 
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late-July 2010, we collected individual leaves from six replicate plants of each genotype in each 
treatment (6 leaves per genotype ! 20 genotypes ! 2 treatments = 240 bioassays).  The first fully 
expanded leaf from each plant was cut at its petiole, placed in a Petri dish (9 cm diameter) 
containing a moist sheet of filter paper, and immediately transported back to the lab.  One P. 
japonica adult (collected from the wild) was placed in each dish and allowed to feed for 24 hrs at 
20°C.  At the end of 24 hrs each P. japonica adult was removed and leaf area consumed (mm2) 
was assessed on leaves.  In order to assess resistance of individual plants grown in monocultures 
vs. polycultures, we tested for differences in leaf area consumed between treatments via 
ANOVA with genotype as a random effect.  Forty-one beetles did not initiate feeding or died 
during this assay (n = 22 monoculture, n = 19 polyculture), however whether or not we include 
these zero values in our analysis did not alter the direction or significance of results.  Therefore, 
we present the data excluding beetles for consistency with our sequential feeding assay (see 
below). 
 In order to test whether sequential feeding on the same vs. different genotypes altered 
beetle consumption we continued this initial bioassay.  All beetles from the first assay were 
immediately transferred to a new leaf in a new Petri dish and allowed to feed for an additional 24 
hrs.  Leaves for the second feeding assay were obtained from the field experiment in an identical 
manner to the first collection.  In order to mimic the way sequential feeding might occur within 
patches, beetles assigned to a monoculture sequential-feeding treatment were transferred to a leaf 
from a different plant of the same genotype, while beetles assigned to a polyculture sequential-
feeding treatment were transferred to a leaf from a different genotype.  Leaf area consumed 
during the second assay was assessed at the conclusion of 24 hrs, and this design was repeated 
for one additional 24-hr period (three Petri dish assays per beetle in sequence over 72 hrs).  Thus, 
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beetles in the monoculture sequential-feeding treatment consumed three leaves of the same 
genotype, while beetles in the polyculture sequential-feeding treatment consumed three leaves 
from three different genotypes. 
 We tested for differences in leaf area consumed over all three assays by analyzing the 
effect of treatment, assay, and treatment ! assay interaction via ANOVA, including genotype as 
a random effect.  Twelve beetles died over the course of this experiment and 83 beetles stopped 
feeding during the second or third assays (n = 45 monoculture sequence, n = 50 polyculture 
sequence).  Whether or not we include these zero values did not alter the direction or 
significance of any results (treatment and assay always P > 0.05, treatment ! assay interaction 
always P < 0.05).  Therefore, to most completely assess the effects of sequential feeding, here we 
present only the data where full sequential feeding for all three assays occurred. 
 
Results 
 We found 28% more Japanese beetles in polycultures vs. monocultures during our 
surveys of beetle abundance (F1,103 = 4.9, P = 0.029, Fig. 4.1A).  In stark contrast to these results, 
we found a 24% decrease in the amount of leaf area consumed in O. biennis polycultures (F1,103 = 
4.0, P = 0.044, Fig. 4.1B).  Because plants tended to be larger in polycultures (see productivity 
results below), the percent of leaf area consumed was likely even further reduced in polycultures 
compared to this absolute measure of herbivory.   
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Figure 4.1: (A) The abundance of Japanese beetles (Popillia japonica) was greater in Oenothera 
biennis genotypic polycultures vs. monocultures, while (B) the amount of leaf damage was less 
in polycultures vs. monocultures (mean ± SEM).  Beetle abundance log transformed to improve 
normality. 
 
 
 While genotypes differed in resistance over 12 fold from lowest to highest (F19,389 = 14.3, 
P < 0.001), the consistent effect of associational resistance in polycultures was evident via the 
reduced magnitude of damage on 16 out of 20 genotypes and  no genotype ! treatment 
interaction (F19,389 = 0.7, P = 0.85, Fig. 4.2).  When we partitioned the mechanisms for reduced 
herbivory in polycultures, we found further evidence for the consistency of associational 
resistance: we found strong complementarity among genotypes for reduced damage (95% 
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confidence = -21.4 ± 8.3), while there was much weaker positive selection (95% confidence = 
4.1 ± 3.2, Fig. 4.2 inset).  This latter result indicates that genotypes that received the greatest 
amount of damage in monoculture receive proportionally more damage in polyculture than low-
damage genotypes. 
 
Figure 4.2: Mean values of damage on 20 O. biennis genotypes grown in monocultures vs. 
polycultures (error bars not shown for figure clarity).  Associational resistance in polycultures 
resulted from negative complementarity (Comp) and positive selection (Sel) among O. biennis 
genotypes for the amount of damage received (inset).  Complementarity and selection analyses 
performed following the methods outlined in Loreau and Hector (2001), mean ± 95% confidence 
intervals shown. 
 
 Given the strong complementarity and associational resistance in O. biennis polycultures, 
we hypothesized that more beetles could do less damage for two possible reasons.  First, because 
plant phenotypic traits such as biomass (Tilman et al. 1996, Cardinale et al. 2007), C:N ratio (van 
Ruijven and Berendse 2005, Fargione et al. 2007), and chemical defenses against herbivores 
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(Mraja et al. 2011) can change when plants are grown in diverse mixtures, individual plant 
resistance could be greater for genotypes when grown in polyculture.  When we performed a 
bioassay allowing beetles to consume leaf tissue from the same set of genotypes grown in 
monoculture vs. polyculture, we found no difference in consumption between treatments (F1,178 = 
1.9, P = 0.17, Fig. 4.3 assay #1). 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Leaf area consumed by P. japonica (log transformed to improve normality) when 
fed leaves from different plants of the same genotype (black squares, solid line) or leaves from 
different genotypes (open squares, dashed line) in sequence (LS mean ± SE).  Individual beetles 
from each treatment were fed leaves in sequence such that each beetle consumed one leaf in each 
assay.  Assay #1 tested the effect of treatment on individual plant resistance to P. japonica, while 
Assays 1-3 tested sequential resistance.  * P < 0.05 post-hoc independent contrast between 
treatments for individual assays. 
 
  
 Alternatively, we observed that beetles were more than twice as likely to move between 
plants within a patch compared to leaving a patch to feed elsewhere.  This pattern differed 
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significantly from a 50-50 expectation (within-patch n = 144, between-patch n = 67: Pearson !2 
= 28.1, P < 0.001), and was similar for beetles moving from plants in monocultures (n = 91) vs. 
polycultures (n = 120) (Pearson !2 = 0.001, P = 0.98).  Thus, we hypothesized that sequential 
feeding on different genotypes in polyculture compared to sequential feeding on different plants 
of the same genotype in monoculture could result in reduced feeding.  Consistent with this form 
of associational resistance, we found that beetles reduced consumption when fed leaves from 
three different genotypes in sequence compared to when fed leaves from the same genotype in 
sequence over a period of 72 hrs (treatment ! assay interaction: F2,404 = 4.2, P = 0.015, post-hoc 
contrast assay #3: P = 0.010, Fig. 4.3). 
 In order to contrast herbivore damage with plant productivity, we quantified above-
ground plant biomass and the number of fruits produced in each treatment.  While we did not 
find an increase in plant biomass (F1,103 = 1.3, P = 0.26), we found an 11% increase in the 
number of fruits produced in O. biennis genotypic polycultures compared to monocultures (F1,103 
= 5.9, P = 0.017, Fig. 4.4).  Increased fruit production was a result of strong positive 
complementarity (95% confidence = 158.0 ± 63.0), while there was weak but significant 
negative selection (95% confidence = -9.2 ± 7.5, Fig. 4.4 inset). 
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Figure 4.4: The number of fruits produced by Oenothera biennis increased in polycultures vs. 
monocultures (mean ± SEM).  Increased productivity resulted from positive complementarity 
(Comp) and negative selection (Sel) in polycultures.  Complementarity and selection analyses 
performed following the methods outlined in Loreau and Hector (2001), mean ± 95% confidence 
intervals shown. 
 
 
Discussion 
 We found the abundance of a dominant folivore of O. biennis, the Japanese beetle (P. 
japonica), increased abundance in response to plant genotypic diversity.  This result is similar to 
numerous previous studies that have manipulated plant genotypic diversity and found an 
increased abundance of herbivore populations and communities in this system (Cook-Patton et 
al. 2010) and in others (Reusch et al. 2005, Crutsinger et al. 2006, Hughes et al. 2008, Utsumi et 
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al. 2011).  Importantly, in this study we link patterns of herbivore abundance with plant damage, 
showing that despite an increase in numbers of P. japonica, the amount of damage incurred by 
plants was reduced in an absolute and proportional sense in genotypic polycultures compared to 
monocultures.  Furthermore, we provide a mechanistic link for this pattern by showing how 
sequential consumption of different plant genotypes can cause associational resistance in 
genotypically diverse plant patches. 
 While the impact of herbivores is typically reduced in response to plant species diversity 
(Hillebrand and Cardinale 2004, Duffy et al. 2007, Edwards et al. 2010), numerous mechanisms 
may be responsible for this effect.  Our results do not provide strong support for any of the three 
main hypotheses posed for a reduction in herbivory in response to plant species diversity.  
Because we found greater numbers of P. japonica in polycultures, our data does not support the 
resource concentration hypothesis (Root 1973).  Because P. japonica adults are relatively 
resistant to predation (Potter and Held 2002) (we never observed a predation event on adult 
beetles in this study), and we did not find and increase in predator abundance or richness in 
response to O. biennis genotypic diversity in a previous study in this system (Cook-Patton et al. 
2010), we find no conclusive evidence for the enemies hypothesis (Root 1973).  Finally, we 
found there was significant positive selection for plant damage in polycultures (Fig. 4.2), 
meaning that the most resistant genotypes in monoculture were even more resistant in 
polyculture.  While this result is consistent with the variance in edibility hypothesis (Leibold 
1989, Duffy 2002), the ability of resistant O. biennis genotypes to dominate in polycultures (i.e., 
positive selection) was weak compared to the strong overall associational resistance (i.e., 
negative complementarity for plant damage) in genotypic polycultures (Fig. 4.2 inset).  This 
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result suggests that mechanisms other than variance in edibility were the primary drivers of 
reduced herbivore damage in response to O. biennis genotypic diversity. 
 In our bioassay with P. japonica (Fig. 4.3), we found that individual plant resistance did 
not differ between genotypes grown in monocultures vs. polycultures.  This suggests that 
individual plant quality traits that can change when plants are grown in diverse species mixtures 
(van Ruijven and Berendse 2005, Fargione et al. 2007, Mraja et al. 2011) were either not affected 
by plant genotypic diversity or unimportant.  Instead, we found that sequential feeding on 
different O. biennis genotypes resulted in reduced damage compared to sequential feeding on the 
same genotype (Fig. 4.3).  Because P. japonica preferentially moves and feeds on plants within 
patches compared to between patches, reduced consumption via sequential feeding provides a 
mechanistic link between the opposing patterns of increased P. japonica abundance and reduced 
damage we observed in O. biennis polycultures during the field experiment. 
 While sequential feeding on different plants has not previously been considered as a 
mechanism of associational resistance to herbivores (Atsatt and O'Dowd 1976, Barbosa et al. 
2009), this may be a common response of mobile herbivores that feed on multiple neighboring 
plants.  Compensatory feeding can occur when animals are restricted to diets suboptimal for their 
target intake of different nutrients, such as suboptimal protein:carbohydrate ratios 
(Raubenheimer and Simpson 1993, Simpson and Raubenheimer 1993).  Because the genotypes 
used in this experiment are known to differ significantly in nutritional characteristics such C:N 
ratio (Johnson et al. 2009), individual P. japonica beetles may have compensated for suboptimal 
nutrition in single-genotype monocultures by consuming more leaf tissue compared to mixed-
genotype polycultures (where dietary mixing among genotypes occurred).  Alternatively, the 
genotypes we used in this experiment are also known to differ substantially in the abundance of 
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particular secondary compounds such as ellagitannins and flavonoids (Johnson et al. 2009). 
Although dietary mixing among plant species that contain different toxins is predicted to allow 
increased consumption in generalist herbivores (Freeland and Janzen 1974), there is remarkably 
little experimental evidence supporting this detoxification limitation hypothesis (Marsh et al. 
2006).  Furthermore, we are aware of no studies that have tested the hypothesis for different 
plant genotypes, which may differ more in the abundance of different toxins as opposed to their 
qualitative presence or absence.  Understanding how primary and secondary metabolites interact 
to affect consumption is an important but understudied area of chemical and nutritional ecology 
(Behmer et al. 2002, Steppuhn and Baldwin 2007), and likely underlies the specific physiological 
mechanism responsible for our results. 
 A handful of studies now show that plant species diversity can alter the strength of 
consumer impacts on plant communities (Hillebrand and Cardinale 2004, Duffy et al. 2007, 
Edwards et al. 2010), and these diversity-mediated feedbacks have recently been extended to 
plant genotypic diversity (Parker et al. 2010).  However, because it is rare for herbivore 
abundance, plant damage, and plant productivity to be simultaneously assessed in the same 
study, the specific mechanisms for how consumption is reduced in response to plant diversity 
and therefore feeds back into productivity is poorly understood (Andow 1991, Duffy et al. 2007).  
Although we did not explicitly manipulate herbivores in our field experiment, we observed that 
while plant damage decreased in O. biennis polycultures, the number of fruits produced in 
polycultures increased.  We also observed strikingly similar yet opposing patterns of negative 
complementarity for herbivore damage (Fig. 4.2 inset) and positive complementarity for the 
production of fruits (Fig. 4.4 inset).  These results are consistent with the notion that the specific 
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mechanism we found for reduced herbivore consumption in genotypic polycultures may feed 
back to affect plant productivity. 
 In summary, we have shown that plant genotypic diversity decreases herbivore 
consumption efficiency by increasing the abundance of herbivores but reducing the amount of 
damage in genotypic polycultures.  Thus, opposing forces (herbivore abundance vs. consumption 
efficiency) can mediate the strength of top-down control in response to plant genotypic diversity.  
We also found that sequential feeding by P. japonica on different plant genotypes reduced 
intake, likely due to the nutritional or physiological constraints imposed by a mixed-genotype 
diet.  Thus, by linking behavioral observations with animal abundance and damage patterns we 
were able to gain remarkable insight into the mechanism for how plant genotypic diversity resists 
herbivory.  Overall, our results suggest that different mechanisms are responsible for patterns of 
consumer resource utilization in response to plant genotypic vs. species diversity, which has 
direct implications for how trophic dynamics affect ecosystem functioning (Duffy et al. 2007). 
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